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Abstract 

Background: The life expectancy of persons with SCI in Bangladesh who were discharged 

after rehabilitation, 56.4% of them died within 5 years whereas only 16.4% survived beyond 

10 years. The People with SCI are at higher risk of PU throughout their lifetime due to their 

immobility that hinders the rehabilitation and community integration also, results in increased 

utilization of the health care system by people with SCI.  

Objective: The objective of the study was to determine the knowledge, attitude and practice 

among caregivers regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer in SCI patients. 

Method: The study design was cross-sectional and the participants were the caregivers of SCI 

patients at CRP, Savar, Dhaka. The study sample selected by convenient sampling procedure. 

The researcher used modified semi-structured questionnaire for data collection with face to face 

interview.  

Result: The study showed that caregivers had a moderate level of knowledge (M = 73.68%, SD 

= 6.43), neutral level of attitude (M = 70.32%, SD = 6.89), and moderate level of practice (M 

= 74.77%, SD = 9.08). There was a positive significant relationship between caregivers’ 

knowledge and attitude (r = 0.30, p < 0.01), and between knowledge and practice (r= 0.37, p < 

0.01). However, no correlation existed between caregivers attitude and practice (r= 0.12, p > 

0.10) regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer.  

Conclusion: The caregivers had insufficient information and were unaware about prevention 

and care of pressure ulcer. Having higher qualifications showed more positive attitude 

compared to lower qualifications or having no formal education. Mostly, the wife or mother of 

the patients were caregivers, and majority of them showed neutral attitude. These findings 

suggest that caregivers need to develop positive attitude and increase their knowledge of 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer in order to improve practice.  

Key words: Pressure ulcer, caregiver, spinal cord injury, knowledge, attitude, practice  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

1.1 Introduction  

Spinal cord injury (SCI) refers to the temporary or permanent loss of motor, sensory, or 

autonomic functions below the level of damage resulting in a permanent neurologic deficit and 

disability in majority of the patients. The most common reasons in traumatic spinal cord injuries 

were falls from height, road traffic accidents, injuries or accidents in sports, etc. (Nulle et al., 

2017). Spinal cord injuries are highly disabling and deadly injuries. In a SCI, the structures and 

functions of the spinal cord are damaged by trauma, inflammation, tumors or other causes 

resulting in dysfunction of motor, sensory and autonomic nerves below the damaged level. 

Based on their etiology, SCIs can be divided into two different groups: traumatic spinal cord 

injuries (TSCI) and non-traumatic spinal cord injuries (NTSCI) (Yang et al., 2014). Traumatic 

SCI is a sudden event that occurs unexpectedly which turns into hazardous condition causing 

several consequences making the individual to suffer throughout their lifetime (Lee et al. 2014). 

According to the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) and European Pressure 

Ulcer Advisory Panel (EPUAP), pressure ulcer (PU) is defined as “localized injury to the skin 

and/or underlying tissue usually over a bony prominence as a result of pressure, or pressure in 

combination with shear and/or friction” (Dilie & Mengistu, 2015). 

SCI has a serious impact mainly on the life of a young individual affecting their productive life 

resulting in physical, psychological and economic consequences. The SCI individuals suffer 

from various complications even after discharge from the rehabilitation and pressure ulcer 

seems to be one of commonest (Vasiliadis, 2012). The global prevalence of SCI occupies the 

range of 223–755 per million. Amongst, one third SCI sufferers are tetraplegic and 50% of SCI 

individuals having a complete lesion with a comparison showing a significant differences 

between men and women as 3.8/1 (Wyndaele & Wyndaele, 2006). Caregiver refers to an 

individual who provides care to the patient and assistance to manage patient’s desires of daily 

living from simple care of feeding to dressing by preventing the development of complications. 

Caregivers are also responsible for patient’s recovery and rehabilitation (Mersal, 2014). 
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1.2 Background 

Spinal cord injury is a traumatic event that results in disturbances to normal sensory, motor, or 

autonomic function and ultimately impacts a patient’s physical, psychological, and social well-

being and places substantial financial burden on health care systems (Singh et al., 2014). SCI 

has a devastating effect in the life of sufferer because it creates disturbances in a person`s 

physical, mental, familial as well as social life. The incidence of SCI is increasing rapidly 

worldwide with a yearly incidence of 15 to 40 per million and seen most commonly in the low 

socio-economic society (Quadir et al., 2017). The individuals with SCI have a yearly incidence 

of pressure ulcers (PUs) from 23% to 30%. However, approximately 85% of SCI sufferers 

develop pressure ulcers at some moment during their lifetime. Moreover, 70% of SCI 

individuals having pressure ulcers suffer multiple ulcers. Among the SCI individuals, between 

7% and 8% deaths occurs due to its complications (Byrne & Salzberg, 1996). The common risk 

factors for pressure ulcers among SCI sufferers are decreased level of activity, immobility, 

completeness of the SCI, urine incontinence/moisture, autonomic dysreflexia/severe spasticity, 

etc. ( Byrne & Salzberg, 1996).  

The SCI has serious consequences on family members and caregivers because they had to take 

the responsibilities of overall activities of the sufferer that leads to stressful condition. The 

dependency of SCI individuals brings the emotional changes even in the life of caregivers to 

deal with due to the time and effort they spend for them (Otaghsara et al., 2014). PUs are injury 

to the skin that is located in a small area of the body which disrupts the tissue along with the 

skin and occurs commonly over the bony prominences mainly due to the continuous and 

prolong pressure on the body parts accompanied by the rashes or cut. PUs are the serious and 

painful condition that affects the elderly and the individual with physical impairment that 

bounds the individual in limited mobility disturbing the well-being of the patient and the family 

(Uba et al., 2015). PUs are very popular among the hospitalized patients causing a significant 

burden on patients, their relatives and caregivers. In recent days, PUs are known worldwide to 

be amongst top five most common cause for the patient’s complications and affecting their 

health safety. The estimation shows that the cost for treating pressure ulcer is almost 2.5 times 

greater than that of its prevention (Nuru et al., 2015).  

 



 
 

SCI develops stress on the injured individuals as well as on their families. Not only the patients 

are at risk of developing major depression, but also their caregivers, who may also reveal levels 

of disturbed emotional status. The immobility of the SCI patient makes them dependent on their 

caregivers and as a result, this creates significant changes in the caregivers’ life due to the time 

and effort that they must dedicate (Otaghsara et al., 2014). Pressure ulcers are one of the most 

costly and physically devastating complications from the 20th century causing pain and 

discomfort to the sufferer that prolongs the illness, rehabilitation, time of discharge, and also 

leading to disability and death (Nuru et al., 2015). PU are serious and costly complication for 

the individuals with reduced mobility and sensation therefore, the individuals with SCI were at 

higher risk throughout their lifetimes (Henzel et al. 2011). PU are very familiar among the 

immobile and the hospitalized patients causing a burden on the patients and their caregivers. 

Approximately, every year 1.7 million patients suffer from pressure ulcer.  

The estimated incidence of PU in the developed and developing countries ranges from 8.3 % to 

25.1% in developed countries, and 2.1 % to 31.3 % in developing countries (Kaddourah et al., 

2016). According to “The National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel; the Agency for Health Care 

Policy and Research, 2004” PU develop among the neurologically impaired patients with an 

yearly incidence of 5-8%, where the estimated lifetime risk to be 25-85%. Moreover, 95% of 

PU develop on the lower part of the body, 36% on the lower back (sacrum) and 30% on the 

heel. PU are reported to be the main cause of death in 7-8% of all paraplegics (El-Daharja, 

2009). Caregivers play an important role for preventing PUs for bed ridden patients at their 

homes. The study showed that providing educational-training program to caregivers in 

managing and preventing pressure ulcers for bedridden patients is very effective and helps to 

reduce the impact of PU (Eljedi, 2015). Caregivers of the SCI individuals have greater 

contribution to maintain the physical and emotional well-being of the sufferer. It is reported 

that the caregivers are the primary source of help for the individuals overall daily life activities 

also have important role in reducing the secondary complications and improving quality of life 

for individuals with SCI (Munce et al., 2014). Caregivers have a tremendous role in meeting 

the physical needs as well as the emotional needs of the patient. To provide such care they 

requires a high level of knowledge and positive attitude. If the caregiver does not have proper 

knowledge regarding the provision of care, it may hamper the health of the patient instead of 

speedy recovery (Mersal, 2014). 



 
 

1.2.1 In context of developed countries 

The study shows in the United States of America (USA), the total estimated cost for the 

treatment of pressure ulcers is between 2 and 5 million dollars every year. Also there are around 

60,000 deaths every year due to pressure ulcer in the USA (Byrne & Salzberg, 1996). The 

prevalence of PUs was approximately, 10.2% in the United Kingdom where 59% of these 

developed from hospital setting. In contrast, it is reported to be 38% in hospital based, in the 

United States. Simultaneously, the information presented by the Agency for Healthcare 

Research and Quality indicated that pressure ulcers are increasing rapidly at the rate of 80% 

from 2006 to 2014 (Eljedi, 2015). Otaghsara et al., (2014) reported that 21% of spinal cord 

injured patients’ caregivers experience depression in the USA. Also, the caregivers of 

individuals with SCI have a lower quality of life and experience greater psychological stress. A 

community survey in Canada found that 15 % of people with SCI experience two or more 

pressure ulcers within a year. PUs are one of the most common secondary complications for 

people with SCI. It also states that PUs occur in 30–85 % of patients during the first month of 

injury and 85 % of individuals with SCI are likely to experience a pressure ulcer during their 

lifetime (Baron et al., 2016). Another study estimated that in the United States between 50% 

and 80% of persons with SCI developed a pressure ulcer at least once in their lives. The majority 

of the ulcers occurred in the first 2 years after injury, but even after 3 to 4 years, there was a 

reported incidence of 30% (Caliri, 2005). Moore (2004), stated that pressure ulcers affects the 

quality of life of the individual, and creates financial burden on the families in terms of 

rehabilitation and delayed discharge. This study conducted in Ireland had demonstrated the 

importance of education very well. Education increases awareness of the problem and provides 

the information needed to carry out prevention effectively. 

1.2.2 In context of developing countries 

The studies conducted in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), (Zimbabwe, Nepal and 

Bangladesh) presents the rate of survival of SCI individuals that ranges from 30 to 75% between 

1 and 5 years after discharge (Hossain et al., 2016). In the context of Asia, the incidence of 

traumatic SCI occupies form 7.8 per million to 20.5 per million, however ages ranged from 

20.6 to 35.4. The majority of population with SCI are youngest and highest in low and middle 

income countries. Among them the male suffers seems to be in greater extent than the female 

individuals (Vasiliadis, 2012).  



 
 

Another study conducted in Nepal showed that caregivers had poor knowledge regarding 

prevention of complications related to immobility.  However, it is necessary to understand that 

caregivers play an important role in providing care to their patients and they should be aware 

about the complications and their preventive measures having an appropriate knowledge, 

positive attitude and appropriate practice towards the complications (Poudyal et al., 2014). The 

study conducted in India reported that family members were the key caregivers in majority of 

the cases and they were engaged in the formal trainings provided for the role of a caregiver 

(Sharma et al., 2013). The study in Iran stated that caregivers of patients with an injury at 

cervical level experienced more severe episodes of depression. Caregivers of individuals with 

SCI have a lower quality of life and experience greater psychological stress (Otaghsara et al., 

2014). 

1.2.3 In context of Bangladesh 

Bangladesh is a developing country which presents the literacy rate of about 61% among the 

age of 15 years and above. The complications due to SCI has a major impact on the life of 

individuals causing a large number of morbidity and mortality. The people with spinal cord 

injury remain at the high risk throughout their lifetimes because of decreased mobility and lack 

of sensation coupled with other physiological changes (Bates-Jensen et al., 2009). In 

Bangladesh, the incidence and prevalence of PU does not exists at current scenario. However, 

study conducted in 1999 demonstrated 38% of PU that creates adverse effects on the life of 

sufferers such as increased risk of infection, delayed wound healing, increased mortality, 

increased patient care costs, increased patients’ length of hospital stay, pain and suffering, and 

lower quality of life (Islam, 2010). In Bangladesh, the study about life expectancy of persons 

with SCI demonstrated that the patients who were discharged after rehabilitation, 56.4% of 

them died within 5 years whereas only 16.4% survived beyond 10 years. The surprising fact is 

that, every four out of five affected persons died at home. This shows the inaccessibility of 

healthcare among the people in the community and lack of knowledge and improper practice 

after the community reintegration of the SCI patients. Men in their most active and productive 

period of life (20-40 years) were the ones affected by SCI. The high number of younger SCI 

victims results in serious economic loss to the family, as well as to the community and country 

(Razzak et al., 2011). 

 



 
 

1.3 Justification of the Study 

Spinal cord injury affects the overall environment of an individual that may be in the form of 

physical, psychological and social well-being leading a financial burden on patient’s, their 

families and the community which needs a long term care with significant health care resources 

(Singh et al. 2014). The global incidence of SCI every year ranges between 5.3 and 57.8 per 

million people, whereas the individuals between 20 and 40 years age are highest incidence of 

SCI. Approximately 10% of hospitalized and 5% of community-living patients are affected by 

pressure sore. Patients reported PUs as inconvenience and troublesome that interferes their 

usual schedule, restrict their social life, interaction with family and friends affecting their 

personal relationship (Gorecki et al., 2009). The SCI individuals are at higher risk of developing 

the secondary complications which results in increased utilization of the health care system by 

people with SCI (Manns & May, 2007). The greater proportion of PU sufferers belongs to the 

age group older than 65 years with an approximation of 70% also the younger patients with 

neurologic impairments and severe illness are risk of developing PU (Uba et al., 2015).  

The study about the Two-year survival following discharge from hospital after spinal cord 

injury in Bangladesh conducted at Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) 

demonstrated that individuals with SCI who are wheelchair dependent, approximately one in 

five people die within two years of discharge from hospital. Approximately, 56% of individuals 

developed pressure ulcer where 90% of sufferers are male, also indicates that in Bangladesh 

men are the one to experience SCI than the women. Every year around 390 patients with SCI 

are admitted to CRP. The common cause of death is due to pressure ulcers which is preventable 

(Hossain et al., 2016).  

Another study conducted in Bangladesh at CRP about prevalence of Pressure sore among the 

SCI patients demonstrated that 28% of patients with SCI developed pressure sore where 

majority of them were paraplegic having no sensation about bowl and bladder movements. 

However, the sufferers had the poor socioeconomic status and low literacy rate with large 

number of people having insufficient and inappropriate knowledge about PU. The People with 

SCI are at risk of PU throughout their lifetime due to their immobility that hinders the 

rehabilitation and community integration (Jahan, 2006). 

 



 
 

Although the development of new technologies with advancement in spinal surgery and 

rehabilitation, there seems to be no change in mortality and morbidity associated with SCI. 

Even though pressure ulcers become a serious complication leading to deaths. The treatment 

and prevention of pressure ulcers seems to be more challenging in the context of developing 

nations where the risk factors for PU such as poverty, low education, limited activity level and 

malnutrition, are more widespread (Zakrasek et al. 2015). Globally, in every health care setting 

PU seems to be one of the commonest and serious complication or health care problem to deal 

with instead of various technological equipment’s development and advances in medicine, the 

rate of developing PU is not decreasing (Zeb et al., 2015). Caregivers who had been involved 

in patient care for a longer duration of time developed negative attitude towards the disability. 

There is a close relationship between the caregiver and the disability, therefore numerous 

researches had been conducted regarding the attitude of caregivers towards the disability 

because the caregivers had to cope with the problems occurring to the persons with disability 

(Zheng et al., 2016).  

In Nepal, the follow-up study of SCI patients within 1-2 years of discharge reported that 35% 

of mortality rate among the wheel chair users where pressure ulcer was one of the main cause 

of the death. The average survival rate of SCI patients within 2 years of discharge had been 

noticed 21% in Nepal. This is very higher mortality in comparison to western countries where 

1 year survival rate is almost 90-99%. Therefore, both the caregivers and health team need to 

be concentrated towards this enormous challenge (Scovil et al., 2012). Another study conducted 

in Bangladesh showed that 19% of the wheel chair dependent patients discharged from a large 

SCI unit in Bangladesh die within 2 years of discharge due to pressure ulcer (Hossain et al., 

2018).  

Prevention of PUs is an indicator of quality of care. Caregivers has an important role on 

prevention and care of PU developed in spinal cord injury patients, because SCI individuals are 

at higher risk of pressure ulcer development due to the life-long disability. According to Mersal 

(2014), 12% of the caregivers had no ideas as to how a patient on bed for long time should be 

dealt with when caregivers’ bedsore practices were assessed. They left their patients lying in 

uncomfortable positions that lead to worsening of bedsore status. Another study showed the 

relatively high prevalence of depression in Colombian caregivers of patients with SCI was 43% 

(Otaghsara et al., 2014).  



 
 

The SCI patients loss their sensation and have chance to develop pressure ulcer due to excessive 

pressure being applied to the tissues over an excessive duration. Even they can get pressure sore 

from wet bed and cloth if they have no bladder control. Now a days the rate of spinal cord injury 

is increased in Bangladesh. Due to increasing population and decreasing the working 

opportunities, they are undertaking risky work as a result they are falling in spinal cord injuries 

for this increasing the chance of developing pressure sore. This study will find out the 

knowledge and attitude among caregivers of the patients with SCI and will help to take measure 

and about pressure sore among the patients. This study will also help to discover the lacking 

area of a patients, especially about their functional daily activities which are responsible for 

pressure sore. Beside this it will help to find out the reason for less survival of SCI individuals 

which is mandatory for current situation. 

1.4 Research question 

 What is the level of caregivers’ knowledge, attitude and practice regarding prevention 

and care of pressure ulcer in Spinal cord injury patients? 

1.5 Operational definition 

Spinal cord injury 

Spinal cord injury is a damage to the spinal cord that results in a loss of function such as mobility 

disrupting the overall life activities of the sufferer and causing a long term effect on the 

individuals as well as family members, society as well as nation. 

Pressure ulcer 

A pressure ulcer is defined as any lesion caused by continuous pressure mainly over the bony 

prominence due to reduction in blood supply to that area that results in damage to the skin and 

underlying tissue. 

Caregivers 

Caregiver refers to an individual who provides care to the patient and assistance to manage 

patient’s desires of daily living from simple care of feeding to dressing by preventing the 

development of complications.  

Knowledge  

It refers to the caregivers’ ability to understand and answer the questions properly regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer in SCI patients. 

 



 
 

Attitude  

Attitude refers to tendency to act in a particular way based on experience that influences the 

individual’s response to the objects and its relation to existing situation. Attitudes help us define 

how we see situations, as well as define how we behave toward the situation or object.   

Practice 

It refers to care given to meet the activities of daily living. 

1.6 Outline of thesis 

The rest of the thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the current and past literature, 

mostly on the knowledge, attitude and practice among caregivers towards the pressure ulcer in 

spinal cord injury patients. The review includes theories related to SCI and PU with their 

impacts in the life of individual and the family in context of developed countries, developing 

countries and Bangladesh. This chapter also reviews the literature on prevalence and incidence 

of PU among SCI in Bangladesh and other countries. Chapter 3 provides an overview of 

different sets of procedures used in this study, and the variables used along with their sampling 

procedures. This chapter also provides the conceptual framework with the brief explanation of 

the variables. Chapter 4 reports the findings of KAP among caregivers. This chapter also 

presents their relationship among different variables. Chapter 5 provides the empirical findings 

between KAP and with the socio-demographic variables. Chapter 6 provides an overall 

conclusion, recommendations, strengths and limitations of the study. In addition, this chapter 

also includes suggestions for future research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER II                                                          LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
2.1 Introduction  

Literature review refers to the review of information found in various literatures related to the 

selected area of study. This review describes, summarizes and evaluate the literatures selected 

in the current study. Section 2. 2 describes the overview of PUs among SCI in variety of patients 

with PU in both the community and home settings. Section 2.3 reviews the literatures of 

developed countries presenting their prevalence of PU and role of caregivers, while section 2.4 

gives a brief explanation of caregivers’ knowledge towards PU complications and the 

preventive strategies in developing countries. Section 2.5 explains the scenario of PU in 

Bangladesh with the life expectancy and survival rate after discharge from the rehabilitation 

center. 

2.2 Overview   

Pressure ulcer is a common health problem for persons with SCI and it is ignored therefore, its 

prevention is underestimated and given a low priority. PUs management occupies one- fourth 

of the total expenses spent for taking care of SCI patients. Instead, its prevention would cost 

less than one- tenth the sum used for treatment. Therefore, more priority must be given to the 

prevention rather than treatment (Byrne & Salzberg, 1996). It is believed that the patients with 

PUs have feeling of burden on others resulting in anxiety and stress. And they predict that PUs 

have occurred because of the lack of knowledge about PUs and insufficient health care (Gorecki 

et al., 2009). PU has become a challenge to everyone those who are dealing with its management 

and prevention because it is common in every health care setting such as hospitals, nursing 

homes, rehabilitation centers and even at homes. The application of educational-training 

program to caregivers in managing and preventing pressure ulcers reduces the burden on the 

families and the health care system (Eljedi, 2015). The reduction of pressure ulcers depends on 

finding the risk factors and prevention on contribution of caregivers including their knowledge 

and attitude about the pressure ulcer. Education and awareness are important factor for 

preventing pressure ulcers, which may be given to the individuals with SCI, their families and 

caregivers (Henzel et al. 2011).  

 

 



 
 

The occurrence of PU with leading to worsen the condition depends on the knowledge and 

skills of the caregivers. Therefore knowledge and skills are essential component to provide 

effective care. The study shows that around 95.1% of PUs could be avoided with having a 

knowledge on its prevention (Kaddourah et al. 2016). Spinal cord injury patients have the 

problem of mobility who are unable to change positions independently and need the assistance. 

Mobility is a cause for developing of PU among SCI patients. It is easier to prevent the 

complications than to treat or cure them. Caregivers play an important role to prevent 

complications that develop due to mobility problems. Providing knowledge and preventive 

measures about the changes of mobility to the caregivers prevents the patients from risk and 

discomfort (Mersal, 2014). The individuals with SCI are more susceptible to secondary 

complications causing an extra burden of health care needing hospitalization, acute care, home-

based services which requires a higher budget for its treatment and prevention. The span of time 

for individuals with SCI regarding the survival and life expectancy is increasing nowadays 

(Wyndaele & Wyndaele, 2006). 

Care giving is a difficult job and many care givers show psychological stress and develop 

physical and mental health problems, especially if care giving condition continues more than 

one year. If adequate knowledge is provided to care givers, then it will assist them to cope with 

the stress and enhance the quality of life of themselves and their patients (Saini et al., 2017).  

The study conducted on caregiver’s knowledge about caring of stroke patients showed that one 

third of the caregiver’s have insufficient and inappropriate knowledge about how to take proper 

care of stroke patient’s (Lee et al., 2015). Elliott & Berry (2009), reported that caregivers have 

more stress than those not involved in caregiver roles however, these caregivers presented poor 

quality of life after the onset of SCI. As caregiver burden increases over time, those who cannot 

manage well and lack effective skills experience dissatisfaction in their personal relationships 

with the SCI partners. The occurrence of SCI to an individual alters the family attitudes and 

roles over time. After the SCI to an individual, family caregivers have to adopt various changes 

in their lifestyles with a huge stress and depression disturbing their own-shelf life style. The 

education should be given to the patient and also information regarding the care to caregivers 

for people with SCI would help to maintain the long term health (Manns & May, 2007). 

 



 
 

It has been observed that although the nurses and health professionals instead of having 

knowledge about PU and its prevention but still they are struggling to prevent or reduce the rate 

of developing PU. Therefore, it is difficult for the caregivers to prevent PU in home setting 

without appropriate knowledge on it (Zeb et al., 2015). It is an innovative idea to share 

caregivers as a part of health care system to play a major role in patients' care such as preventing 

pressure ulcer. Caregivers play an important role in managing all aspects of the patient’s care. 

They are the one who will be with the patient every time than medical professionals. Hence the 

caregivers’ knowledge regarding general measures such as positioning, exercise, skin care, 

nutrition and support will enhance the quality of care and prevent complications (Mersal, 2014). 

The caregivers of the patients with the injury at the cervical level presented with higher rate of 

depression. This indicates that higher patient’s dependency on their caregivers makes them 

more susceptible for developing emotional changes. This will lead to the change of caregivers’ 

attitude towards the patient that leads to decreased in the quality of the care (Otaghsara et al., 

2014).  

The impact of SCI is on the entire family while one of its members, who takes the responsibility 

for the care of the suffered individual and his needs is known as caregiver. In this way, the 

caregiver divides his/her time, attention, activities, professional, family, social and marital 

roles, etc. between the new demands of the affected individual (Nogueira et al., 2013). Lala et 

al., (2014) reported that the individuals with traumatic SCI in the community, 33.5% of 

individuals experienced a pressure ulcer in the within a year. It was also found that 

approximately 65% of individuals with pressure ulcers were limited in their ability to participate 

in their main activity such as daily activities and participation in community. The care giver 

plays a vital role to attain patient’s fast recovery and to prevent complications. They play an 

important role in providing care to their patients. They are the one who will be with the patients 

every time than physicians and nurses. Hence, the care givers knowledge regarding general 

measures such as positioning, exercise, skin care, nutrition and support enhances the quality of 

outcome and prevent complication (Saini et al., 2017). 

 

 

 



 
 

Caliri (2005), revealed that PU occurs commonly, which increase the expenses and also a life 

threatening condition that results in long hospitalization and interferes with rehabilitation and 

community reintegration. For both the individual and the caregiver, pressure ulcers can result 

in disruption of work, delayed community reintegration, reduced quality of life, and loss of self-

esteem. Therefore all individuals with SCI should be considered at high risk for pressure ulcers 

in all settings and effective preventive strategies should be taught to both the caregiver and the 

individual. According to Hopkins (2006), pressure ulcer restricted the patients’ activities and 

developed unnecessary burden on their families and caregivers. In addition, those restrictions 

delayed their rehabilitation. The impact of pressure ulcer was on their families and caregivers 

which worries the patients affected and due to the change in their attitude. The education given 

to caregivers related to secondary complications after SCI is an effective way of successful 

transfer to home and community. Additionally, proper education and knowledge about SCI and 

associated complications will help caregivers direct their care throughout their lifespan 

(Schottle et al., 2009). 

Moore (2004), stated that pressure ulcers affects the quality of life of the individual, and creates 

financial burden on the families in terms of rehabilitation and delayed discharge. This study 

conducted in Ireland had demonstrated the importance of education very well. Education 

increases awareness of the problem and provides the information needed to carry out prevention 

effectively. According to Saini et al., (2017) family care givers knowledge and practice 

regarding management of immobilized patient enhance the quality of life of patient. Therefore, 

individualized teaching programme was effective to improving the practices of caregivers 

regarding care of pressure point in immobilized patients. It was reported that life expectancy 

for individuals with SCI in low income countries is shorter with respect to individuals with SCI 

in high income countries. Because of that individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) in low 

income countries face serious challenges in their daily lives (Derud, 2014). 

2.3 In context of developed countries 

The study conducted in Canada on the SCI individuals about the economic impact of SCI during 

their lifetime showed that the predicted lifetime expenses for a person with incomplete 

paraplegia ranges from CAD$1.47 million to $3.03 million for one with complete tetraplegia. 

These predictions covers the complications from surgical period to emergency readmissions 

along with the long-term complications including pressure ulcers, bladder and bowel 



 
 

dysfunction, and respiratory problems (Singh et al. 2014). Mersal (2014) reported that while 

assessing the knowledge and practice of caregivers of immobilized patients regarding 

prevention of complications related to immobilization in Egypt, it was found that caregivers 

explained caregiving is a difficult job and suffered psychological stress as physically and 

mentally especially when care giving is continuous for more than a year. Every year 60,000 

peoples die in the USA as a result of the complications of pressure ulcer (Islam et al., 2010).  

In Canada, there was seen a prevalence of pressure ulcer approximately 30% among individuals 

with SCI, in the community setting. PUs have a major impact on the daily life of individuals 

with SCI. PUs are one of the most common complications that may arise after SCI (Lala et al., 

2014).  

One study conducted in Brazil reported that, 34% of the SCI individuals developed at least one 

pressure ulcer during acute care or rehabilitation within 24 hours while, In the United Kingdom, 

32% of patients visited at a spinal cord injury unit with pressure ulcers, whereas a total of 56% 

experienced an ulcer at some stage between injury and discharge (Caliri, 2005). The study about 

Knowledge, attitudes and practice among nursing staff concerning pressure ulcer prevention 

and treatment – a survey in a Swedish healthcare setting showed that the incidence of pressure 

ulcer varies between 12% and 55% in Sweden (Kallman & Suserud, 2009). In France, 52% 

were found to be tetraplegic, and 48% paraplegic. In England and Wales, more than half of all 

deaths (58.3%) occurred in hospital (Razzak et al., 2011). 

2.4 In context of developing countries 

PU are quite common in bed ridden patients where caregivers plays an important role in 

management of such problems. The study conducted in North India on caregiver’s knowledge 

regarding home based bedsore care demonstrated poor quality of care to the bed ridden 

patient’s. It showed the need for formal training to the caregivers in various aspects of pressure 

ulcer as they were untrained and lack of adequate knowledge about PU. It is estimated that the 

incidence of PU among bedridden patients is more than 50% whereas 17% of PU develops in 

the home care settings (Sharma et al., 2013). The study conducted in Iran about the emotional 

status of caregivers of SCI individuals showed that majority of caregivers developed depression 

due to long term dependency of the patient that created emotional disturbances in their life 

(Otaghsara et al., 2014).  



 
 

Sharma et al., (2013) demonstrates a study in North India revealed that when caregivers do not 

have adequate knowledge or proper training in the care of bed ridden patients, caregivers try a 

variety of things which leads to low quality of care and high rate of complications in bed ridden 

cases. The study conducted on effectiveness of educational training program in Palestine about 

preventing pressure ulcer for bedridden patients by caregivers at their homes was very helpful.  

Therefore, to improve the quality of care such type of preventive programs should be extended 

to the community settings also for the caregivers of SCI patients (Eljedi et al., 2015). A study 

conducted in India on knowledge and practice of immobilized orthopedic patients and their care 

givers regarding prevention of complications showed that knowledge and practice of patient 

and caregivers were inadequate to prevent complications of immobilization (Poudyal et al., 

2014). 

2.5 In context of Bangladesh 

The study conducted in Bangladesh demonstrated that SCI and its complications create a 

serious consequence on life of individuals leading to a large number of morbidity and mortality 

with economic problems. In context of Bangladesh, young age males are at higher risk of SCI 

where majority of cases are paraplegic and buttock seems to be the most risky area for 

developing pressure ulcer (Quadir et al., 2017). Razzak et al., (2011) reported that majority of 

patients affected with SCI are men rather than women in Bangladesh. This difference is due to 

the fact that men are mostly exposed to the work or activities that make them vulnerable to SCI, 

while women generally do not go out for work and remain indoors.  

Limited records have been available about pressure ulcer prevalence and incidence in the 

hospitals of Bangladesh. One of the study in Bangladesh stated that 38% had developed 

pressure ulcer among paralyzed patients in Bangladesh (Islam et al., 2010). In the context of 

low-income and middle-income countries people with SCI are susceptible to life threatening 

complications after discharged from the hospital.  A study conducted in Bangladesh showed 

that 19% of the wheel chair dependent patients discharged from a large SCI unit in Bangladesh 

die within 2 years of discharge due to pressure ulcer (Hossain et al., 2018).  

 

 

 



 
 

In Bangladesh, it was found that 79.75% were paraplegic rather than tetraplegic 20.25% which 

is different from findings in other country studies whereas in Pakistan it showed that 47.2% 

were tetraplegic and 52.8% paraplegic. In Bangladesh, many people with SCI are house-bound, 

unemployed, living in poverty and have pressure ulcers. They experience moderate rates of 

depression and report limited quality of life. Also living with a SCI in LMICs is challenging 

(Hossain et al., 2016). The study showed that more than 80% of the persons with SCI had died 

at home. It was found that only 16.4% of the study population survived for 10 years, which was 

much lower than figures for various developed countries where a 10 year survival rate was 

observed in around 80% of affected persons in France. The higher number of deaths of persons 

with SCI at home in the present study may indicate the negative social acceptance of such 

people, lack of proper reintegration in society (Razzak et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER III                                           RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Research methodology is a systematic way to solve a problem. It shows how research is to be 

carried out and aims to give the work plan of research. This chapter describes the overall 

procedures for conducting this study. Section 3.2 describes the conceptual framework along 

with the variables used. Section 3.3 explains the objectives of this study. Section 3.4 gives a 

brief explanation on study design and study population, while section 3.5 provides a brief 

explanation on study area and study period. Section 3.6 defines the sample size and sampling 

technique. The convenience sampling has been used for this study. Section 3.7 explains the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria of this study. Data collection tools and data management and 

analysis are explained in section 3.8 and section 3.9, respectively. Section 3.10 provides the 

quality control and quality assurance information. Section 3.11 described the process of ethical 

consideration used in this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3.2 Conceptual framework 

        Independent variables                           

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 Dependent variables                                               

                                                

 

                                            

 

 

 

 

(Figure 1: Conceptual framework of caregivers’ 

knowledge, attitude and practice towards prevention and 

care of pressure ulcer) 

 

 

Socio-demographics of Caregiver 

 Age 

 Gender 

 Educational status 

 Marital status 

 Occupational status 

 Caregiver residence status 

 Living area 

 Caregivers Daily Activities 

 Household activities 

 Employment of caregiver 

 Children’s responsibility 

Medical SCI factors 

 Level of injury 

 Secondary problem (DM) 

 Duration of Hospital Stay 

 Ulcers developed at CRP  

 Functioning of patient  

 Immobility of patient  

 Activeness for Exercise & 

sports 

 Wheeling capacity 

 Arm function/lifting ability 

Assistive Aids 

 Wheel chair  

 Cushions 

 Walking Frame 

 Toe pickup splint 

 Elbow crutch 

 Taylor brace/Trunk 

stabilizer 

Environmental factors in 

comparison to Home 

 Accessibility 

 Availability of resources 

 Physical infrastructures 

 Environmental Hygiene 

 Quality of housing 

Caregiver’s personal factors 

 Relationship between 

caregiver and patient 

 Number of caregivers 

 Time period 

 Family support 

Caregivers Knowledge, 

Attitude and Practice 

towards Pressure Ulcer 



 
 

3.3 Study objectives:                                   

3.3.1 General objective 

 To determine the knowledge, attitude and practice among caregivers regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer in SCI patients. 

3.3.2 Specific objectives: 

 To identify socio-demographic characteristics of the caregiver that affect prevention and 

care of pressure ulcer. 

 To analyze if the quality of pressure ulcer care depends on the relationship between 

caregiver and SCI patient.  

 To discuss the relationships among the level of caregivers knowledge and attitude, 

knowledge and practice, attitude and practice regarding prevention and care of pressure 

ulcer. 

3.4 Study design and study population 

The quantitative cross-sectional survey was used to conduct this study. The descriptive 

correlational design was used to explore the caregivers’ knowledge, attitude, and practice 

regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer of the spinal cord injury patients admitted for 

rehabilitation at Centre for Rehabilitation of Paralysed (CRP) in Bangladesh. In addition, the 

relationships among caregivers’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices were examined. 

The study was conducted on all the caregivers of SCI patients admitted to the CRP with a recent 

spinal cord injury. Most patients were admitted within a few days of their spinal cord injury, 

but some were admitted to other hospitals and later transferred to the CRP. The study included 

all the caregivers of paraplegic and tetraplegic patients with spinal cord injury staying at CRP. 

The caregivers of tetraplegic patients were interviewed from all the phases of rehabilitation 

whereas, the caregivers of paraplegic patients were included during their discharge from the 

halfway hostel. The patients with pressure ulcer or without pressure ulcer were not 

differentiated, both their caregivers were included in the study. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3.5 Study area and study period  

The study was conducted at Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) in Bangladesh. 

It is 115 - bed rehabilitation center for SCI patients including other neurological departments 

located in Savar, the capital city of Bangladesh. It is one of the biggest rehabilitation center for 

spinal cord injury patients in Bangladesh. The study was conducted in the SCI department after 

the approval from the Ethical Review Board (ERB) and permission from the head of the 

respected department. The duration of study was six months.  

3.6 Sample size and sampling technique 

Sample size was estimated according to following formula with the assumption of 50% 

prevalence, 95% confidence level, 5% margin of error and a total population of 390. 

 The formulation of sample size determination:        𝑛 =
𝑁𝑍2𝑃(1−𝑃)

𝑑2(𝑁−1)+𝑍2𝑃(1−𝑃)
 

The study conducted at CRP by Hossain et al., (2016) shows that the CRP admits approximately 

390 patients a year with recent spinal cord injury. This makes the CRP one of the largest acute 

spinal cord injury units in Bangladesh. It receives referrals from all over Bangladesh including 

referrals from other hospitals. Therefore, total population of 390 was considered for this study.  

The calculated sample size for this study was 194. The data was collected from December 2017 

to April 2018. Therefore, all the patients with recent spinal cord injury admitted to CRP during 

this period were included in this study based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The total 

collected data was 127. Meanwhile, this is an academic research and had time limitations so 

that, it was not possible to collect the total sample size.  

 A convenience sampling has been used for this study. Researcher acknowledge that this type 

of sampling method occupies low cost and researcher has a freedom to choose whomever they 

find. Researcher selected this technique as it is easiest and quicker method of sample selection.                                                                              

3.7 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria 

 Caregivers who had primary responsibility for the patient’s care. 

 Having caregivers’ age minimum of 18 years. 

 At least one month of stay as a caregiver for tetraplegic patients and two weeks of stay 

in halfway hostel for caregivers of paraplegic patients. 

 



 
 

Exclusion criteria 

 Caregivers of the patients who were admitted to the CRP more than 1 year after spinal 

cord injury. 

3.8 Data collection tools 

For data collection a structured interview questionnaire was used. The questionnaire developed 

by the researcher was divided into 4 sections:  

3.8.1 Socio-demographic questionnaire,    

3.8.2 Caregivers knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer questionnaire,             

3.8.3 Caregivers attitude regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer questionnaire, and 

3.8.4 Caregivers practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer questionnaire.  

The details of each section will be explained as follows: 

 3.8.1 Socio-demographic questionnaire 

This questionnaire consisted of 8 items to assess the respondents’ socio-demographic data 

including age, gender, educational status, marital status, occupational status, residence status, 

living area and relationship between caregiver and patient. 

3.8.2 Caregivers knowledge of prevention and care of pressure ulcer questionnaire 

This questionnaire was designed to assess the level of caregivers’ knowledge regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer in SCI patients. The questions were adopted from National 

Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and Pan Pacific 

Pressure Injury Alliance based on Prevention and Treatment of Pressure Ulcers, published in 

2014. (NPUAP/EPUAP/PPPIA, 2014). The 18-item structured questionnaire was modified and 

developed by the researcher based on perspectives of SCI in Bangladesh. The respondents were 

asked to answer the questions based on knowledge as correct, partially correct and incorrect. 

Score “3” was given for correct answer, “2” for partially correct answer and “1” for incorrect 

answer. The questionnaire included positive and negative item questions. Items number 2.3, 

2.6, 2.9, 2.12, 2.15 and 2.18 were negative questions and the rest of them were positive 

questions. The scores of negative items were reversed. The possible total score ranged from 18 

to 54 and it was then converted into percentage. The higher scores indicated the higher level of 

knowledge. 

 



 
 

McDonald’s standard of learning outcome measured criteria was used to categorize caregivers’ 

level of knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer. This set of criteria was 

developed in order to measure the actual performance of students’ learning in the educational 

institution. So, in this study, McDonald’s composite percent scores were used for measuring 

accurate learning outcomes of the caregivers’ knowledge and their practice regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. The criterion was categorized into five groups (Uba et 

al., 2015): 

Level of Knowledge/Practice                                 Composite percent of scores 

Very low                                                                               < 60% 

Low                                                                                       60% - 69.99% 

Moderate                                                                               70% - 79.99% 

High                                                                                       80% - 89.99% 

Very high                                                                               90% - 100% 

3.8.3 Caregivers attitude of prevention and care of pressure ulcer questionnaire 

This questionnaire was designed to assess the level of caregivers’ attitude regarding prevention 

and care of pressure ulcer in SCI patients. The questions were adopted from Pressure Ulcer 

Attitude Questionnaire (PUAQ) (Moore & Price, 2004). The 12-item structured questionnaire 

was modified and developed by the researcher based on the caregivers’ perspective in 

Bangladesh.  

The respondents were asked to rate the 5 level of attitude ranged from 1 to 5; 5 = strongly agree, 

4 = agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 2 = disagree, and 1 = strongly disagree. The 

questionnaire included positive and negative item questions. Items number 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 

3.7, 3.8, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 were negative questions and the rest of them were positive 

questions. The scores of negative items were reversed. The possible total score ranged from 12 

to 60 and it was then converted into percentage. The higher scores indicated the positive 

attitude. Total scores of attitudes were categorized into three levels based on mean percentage 

and standard deviation: negative attitude below (mean ±1 SD), neutral level (mean ± 1 SD), 

and positive attitude above (mean ± 1 SD).  

 

 

 



 
 

The scores of each level were as followed: 

                            Level of attitude                                     Score 

                            Negative                                                 < 63.43% 

                            Neutral                                                      63.43% - 77.21% 

                            Positive                                                    > 77.21% 

3.8.4 Caregivers practice of prevention and care of pressure ulcer questionnaire 

This questionnaire was designed to assess the level of caregivers’ practice regarding prevention 

and care of pressure ulcer in SCI patients. The questions were adopted from National Pressure 

Ulcer Advisory Panel, European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and Pan Pacific Pressure Injury 

Alliance based on Prevention and Treatment of Pressure Ulcers, published in 2014. 

(NPUAP/EPUAP/PPPIA, 2014). The 16-item structured questionnaire was modified and 

developed by the researcher based on perspectives of SCI in Bangladesh. The respondents were 

asked to indicate the frequency of their practice of prevention and care of pressure ulcer. Score 

“3” was given for Always practice, “2” for Sometimes practice and “1” for Never practice. The 

possible scores ranged from 16 – 48. These score were then converted into percentage. The 

higher scores indicated the higher level of practice. The total score was categorized into five 

groups as indicated in section 2. 

3.9 Data management and analysis  

Data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics were used 

for presenting demographic characteristics. Knowledge, attitude, and practice level were 

described in terms of frequency, percentage, mean, standard deviation, and range. The Pearson 

product-moment correlation coefficient (r) was used to examine the relationships among the 

level of caregivers’ knowledge, attitude, and practice. A p- value of 0.05 or less was considered 

as statistically significant. Relationship of caregivers’ knowledge, attitude and practice with 

socio-demographic variables was tested using Chi-square test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3.10 Quality control and quality assurance 

The questionnaire has been carefully designed and English-Bengali version was used for data 

collection to maintain the quality of the data. Before actual data collection time, the 

questionnaire (tool) was checked for clarity, comprehensiveness, and content validity by an 

expert and pretested for reliability through pilot study on 10 caregivers in different units of SCI 

department at CRP. Then, based on the findings of the pretest, the questions were modified for 

wording and clarity. Data were collected carefully and confidentiality of recipient information 

was maintained during whole period of research. Researcher accepted the answers of participant 

whether they are right or wrong without researcher influence. The researcher checked all data 

several times to maintain accuracy. The collected data were then reviewed and checked for 

completeness and consistency by the principal investigator on a regular basis. 

3.11 Ethical consideration 

Approval from ethical review board of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) and 

hospital administration was obtained from intended hospital (CRP) as well as department, 

patients and caregivers. At first, written consent of the caregivers was obtained prior to the 

administration of the questionnaire. The patients and caregivers were informed of the purpose 

of the study that they had the right to refuse and to participate. Furthermore, the patients and 

caregivers were told that they can refrain from answering any questions and they can terminate 

at any time. Confidentiality of the patients and caregivers was maintained all times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

CHAPTER IV                                                                                RESULTS  

 

The results section state the findings of the research arranged in a logical sequence or 

interpretation. The results of the current study are presented based upon the methodology. 

Section 4.1 describes the respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics. Section 4.2 explains 

the level of caregivers’ knowledge, attitude and practice regarding prevention and care of PU 

in SCI patients, while section 4.3 gives a brief explanation on relationship between caregivers’ 

knowledge and attitude, attitude and practice, and knowledge and practice regarding prevention 

and care of PU in SCI patients. Section 4.4 defines the relationship between caregivers’ 

knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP) with respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics.  

4.1 Respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics 

The participants in this study involved all the caregivers of paraplegic and tetraplegic patients 

with spinal cord injury at Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP). It is biggest 

rehabilitation center in Bangladesh. One hundred and twenty seven (127) respondents were 

interviewed which was 65.46 % of the total study population. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Table 4.1: Socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents (N=127) 

 

Variables   n      (%) Variables   n        (%) 

Age (years) (M=38.21, SD=11.95, Min=18,     

Max=72) 
Occupational status 

18 – 27 31      (24.4) Housewife                                                                                                     88      (69.3) 

28 – 37 30     (23.6) Agriculture 13      (10.2) 

38 – 47 37     (29.1) Service                                     8         (6.3) 

48 – 57 23     (18.1) Business 2         (1.6) 

57 years and Above 6        (4.7) Student 8         (6.3) 

Gender Factory worker 4         (3.1) 

Male                                                                                                           30      (23.6) Others                                       4         (3.1)  

Female 97      (76.4) Living area 

Educational status Rural    104     (81.9) 

No formal education                                                                                    47      (37.0) Semi-urban 2          (1.6) 

Primary education 32      (25.2) Urban                                      21        (16.5) 

Secondary education 24      (18.9) Relationship between caregiver and 

patient 

Higher secondary 

education 

17      (13.4) Mother 25       (19.7) 

Graduate and Above 7         (5.5) Father 7          (5.5) 

Marital status                                                        Wife  52       (40.9) 

Unmarried 15      (11.8) Husband 2          (1.6) 

Married 110    (86.6) Sister                                                                                                                   8          (6.3) 

Widowed 2         (1.6) Brother 15       (11.8) 

Separated 0         (0.0) Others 18       (14.2) 

Caregiver residence status  

Lives together with patient 105     (82.7) 

Lives separately from 

patient 

22       (17.3) 

(n = No. of respondents) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

As shown in (Table 4.1), the mean age of the caregivers was 38.21 years (SD = 11.95) with a 

minimum and maximum age of 18 and 72 years. The majority of the caregivers (29.1%) were 

at the age range of 38 to 47 years. Simultaneously, an age range of 18 to 27 years and 28 to 37 

years were (24.4%) and (23.6%) respectively while the least group of the caregivers (4.7%) fall 

in the age range of 57 years and above. A majority of them were female (76.4%). The caregivers 

with no formal education occupied the highest proportion (37.0%) who were engaged in taking 

care of the patients while the caregivers with higher educational status as graduates and above 

were (5.5%). Most of the caregivers were married (86.6%) whereas (11.8%) of them were 

unmarried. Regarding occupational status it showed that near to two third of the caregivers were 

housewife (69.3%). About (6.3%) each belonged to service and educational background and 

(10.2%) were engaged in agriculture. The caregivers residence status showed that (17.3%) of 

the caregivers lived separately or far from the patient who did not shared a common house with 

the patient in their residence. Most of the caregivers were from the rural area (81.9%). 

Regarding relationship between caregiver and patient, it is found that the highest percentage of 

the caregivers were the wife and mother of the patients occupying (40.9%) and (19.7%) 

respectively. 

4.2 Caregiver’s knowledge level regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

Table 4.2: Frequency and percentage of caregivers in each category of knowledge level of 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer (N=127) 

 

            Knowledge Level                                                               n                        % 

Very low (<60%)                                                                            3                         2.4 

Low (60 - 69.99%)                                                                         31                        24.4 

Moderate (70 – 79.99%)                                                                69                        54.3 

High (80 – 89.99%)                                                                        24                       18.9       

Very high (90 – 100%)                                                                    0                         0.0 

M = 73.68%, SD = 6.43, Min = 55.56, Max = 87.04                    127                      100.0 

(n = No. of respondents) 



 
 

Overall, the caregivers knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer was at a 

moderate level (M = 73.68%, SD = 6.43) with minimum and maximum scores of 55.56% and 

87.04%, respectively. Table 4.2, illustrates the number and frequency of caregivers who were 

in each category of knowledge level. It was found that 26.8% of caregivers possessed very low 

(2.4%) to low (24.4%) level of knowledge. Majority of caregivers (54.3%) had a moderate level 

of knowledge whereas (18.9%) scored a high level of knowledge and no caregivers had a very 

high level of knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer. 

4.3 Caregiver’s attitude level regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

Table 4.3: Frequency and percentage of caregivers in each category of attitude level of 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer (N=127) 

Caregivers Attitude                                                                  n                              % 

 

Negative (<63.43%)                                                                   19                            15.0 

Neutral (63.43% - 77.21%)                                                        88                            69.3 

Positive (>77.21%)                                                                     20                            15.7 

 

M = 70.32%, SD = 6.89, Min = 51.67, Max = 93.33              127                          100.0 

(n = No. of respondents) 

The table above shows the caregivers attitude regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

was at neutral level (M = 70.32%, SD = 6.89) with minimum and maximum scores of 51.67% 

and 93.33%, respectively. Most of the caregivers (69.3%) achieved neutral level of overall 

attitude towards prevention and care of pressure ulcer. 15.0% of the caregivers showed negative 

attitudes. Simultaneously, (15.7%) of the caregivers had an overall positive attitudes towards 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4.4 Caregiver’s practice level regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

Table 4.4: Frequency and percentage of caregivers in each category of practice level of 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer (N=127) 

 

         Caregivers Practices                                                           n                           % 

 

Very low (<60%)                                                                            9                         7.1 

Low (60 - 69.99%)                                                                         28                        22.0 

Moderate (70 – 79.99%)                                                                58                        45.7 

High (80 – 89.99%)                                                                        24                       18.9       

Very high (90 – 100%)                                                                    8                         6.3 

M = 74.77%, SD = 9.08, Min = 54.17, Max = 93.75                   127                       100.0 

(n = No. of respondents) 

Overall caregivers practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer was at a moderate 

level (M = 74.77%, SD = 9.08) with minimum and maximum scores of 54.17% and 93.75%, 

respectively. As table 4.4, shows, it was found that less than half (45.7%) of the caregivers 

scored at moderate levels and (18.9%) of the caregivers had high levels practice regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. However, it was observed that 29.1% of caregivers 

possessed very low (7.1%) to low (22.0%) level of knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4.5 Relationship between caregivers’ knowledge and attitude, attitude and practice, and 

knowledge and practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

Table 4.5: Pearson correlation coefficients between caregivers knowledge, attitude, and practice 

regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer (N = 127) 

 

                                           Knowledge                 Attitude                    Practice  
 

Knowledge                            1.00 

Attitude                                 0.30**                         1.00 

Practice                                  0.37**                        0.12                             1.00 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

Correlational analysis revealed that there was a moderately positive significant relationship 

between caregivers knowledge and attitude (r = 0.30, p < 0.01), and between knowledge and 

practice (r= 0.37, p < 0.01). There was a little and non-significant relationship between attitude 

and practice (r= 0.12, p > 0.10) regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Table 4.6: Relation between knowledge score and socio-demographic data 
 Knowledge score Total χ2 

p Very low Low Moderate High 

n % n % n % n % n % 

Age group 

18 – 27 0 0.0 5 16.1 17 24.6 9 37.5 31 24.4  

43.607*** 

 
28 – 37 0 0.0 5 16.1 15 21.7 10 41.7 30 23.6 

38 – 47 0 0.0 11 35.5 24 34.8 2 8.3 37 29.1 

48 – 57 1 33.3 7 22.6 12 17.4 3 12.5 23 18.1 

57  2 66.7 3 9.7 1 1.4 0 0.0 6 4.7 

Gender  

2.534 

 
Male 0 0.0 5 16.1 18 26.1 7 29.2 30 23.6 

Female 3 2.4 26 83.9 51 73.9 17 70.8 97 76.4 

Educational status  

 

 

51.316*** 

 

No formal 

education 

3 100.0 16 51.6 28 40.6 0 0.0 47 37.0 

Primary  0 0.0 8 25.8 13 18.8 11 45.8 32 25.2 

Secondary 0 0.0 1 3.2 20 29.0 3 12.5 24 18.9 

Higher secondary 0 0.0 6 19.4 7 10.1 4 16.7 17 13.4 

Graduate + 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.4 6 25.0 7 5.5 

Occupational status  

 

 

15.021 

 

Housewife 3 100.0 24 77.4 46 66.7 15 62.5 88 69.3 

Agriculture 0 0.0 3 9.7 8 11.6 2 8.3 13 10.2 

Service 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 8.7 2 8.3 8 6.3 

Business 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 2.9 0 0.0 2 1.6 

Student 0 0.0 2 6.5 2 2.9 4 16.7 8 6.3 

Factory worker 0 0.0 2 6.5 2 2.9 0 0.0 4 3.1 

Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 4.3 1 4.2 4 3.1 

Relationship between caregiver and patient  

 

 

32.543** 

 

Mother 1 33.3 12 38.7 10 14.5 2 8.3 25 19.7 

Father 0 0.0 1 3.2 6 8.7 0 0.0 7 5.5 

Wife 2 66.7 9 29.0 32 46.4 9 37.5 52 40.9 

Husband 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 2.9 0 0.0 2 1.6 

Sister 0 0.0 2 6.5 5 7.2 1 4.2 8 6.3 

Brother 0 0.0 4 12.9 9 13.0 2 8.3 15 11.8 

Others 0 0.0 3 9.7 5 7.2 10 41.7 18 14.2 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 (n = No. of respondents) 

4.6 Relationship between knowledge score and socio-demographic data 

The relation between knowledge score and socio-demographic data, demonstrated in table 4.6. 

It was observed that the age group showed a significant effect on knowledge score, (28-37) 

years exhibited high knowledge. Also, relationship between caregiver and patient shows 

significant relation with knowledge score. Moreover, there was a relation between educational 

status and level of knowledge, the caregivers with no formal education and primary education 

displayed the majority of low and high knowledge. 

 



 
 

Table 4.7: Relation between attitude score and socio-demographic data 
 Attitude score Total χ2 

p Negative Neutral Positive 

n % n % n % n % 

Age group  

 

17.615* 

 

18 – 27 2 10.5 18 20.5 11 55.0 31 24.4 

28 – 37 6 31.6 20 22.7 4 20.0 30 23.6 

38 – 47 4 21.1 31 35.2 2 10.0 37 29.1 

48 – 57 5 26.3 15 17.0 3 15.0 23 18.1 

57 + 2 10.5 4 4.5 0 0.0 6 4.7 

Gender  

4.719 

 
Male 7 36.8 16 18.2 7 35.0 30 23.6 

Female 12 63.2 72 81.8 13 65.0 97 76.4 

Educational status  

 

 

40.511*** 

 

No formal 

education 

12 63.2 35 39.8 0 0.0 47 37.0 

Primary  5 26.3 26 29.5 1 5.0 32 25.2 

Secondary 1 5.3 14 15.9 9 45.0 24 18.9 

Higher secondary 0 0.0 11 12.5 6 30.0 17 13.4 

Graduate + 1 5.3 2 2.3 4 20.0 7 5.5 

Occupational status  

 

 

27.061** 

 

Housewife 8 42.1 68 77.3 12 60.0 88 69.3 

Agriculture 6 31.6 5 5.7 2 10.0 13 10.2 

Service 1 5.3 5 5.7 2 10.0 8 6.3 

Business 1 5.3 0 0.0 1 5.0 2 1.6 

Student 0 0.0 5 5.7 3 15.0 8 6.3 

Factory worker 1 5.3 3 3.4 0 0.0 4 3.1 

Others 2 10.5 2 2.3 0 0.0 4 3.1 

Relationship between caregiver and patient  

 

 

24.538 

 

Mother 4 21.1 19 21.6 2 10.0 25 19.7 

Father 2 10.5 5 5.7 0 0.0 7 5.5 

Wife 6 31.6 41 46.6 5 25.0 52 40.9 

Husband 0 0.0 2 2.3 0 0.0 2 1.6 

Sister 1 5.3 6 6.8 1 5.0 8 6.3 

Brother 4 21.1 8 9.1 3 15.0 15 11.8 

Others 2 10.5 7 8.0 9 45.0 18 14.2 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 (n = No. of respondents) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4.7 Relation between attitude score and socio-demographic data 

It was found that the age group showed significant effect on attitude score, (18-27) years 

presented more positive attitude than other age groups. Also, there was a relation between 

educational status and level of attitude, the caregivers with secondary education showed more 

positive attitude than caregivers with other qualifications. Moreover, it was observed that 

occupational status showed significant effect with attitude level. The caregivers who were 

house wife had maximum positive attitude than caregivers with other occupation. Regarding 

relationship between caregiver and patient in table 4.7, it showed relation with attitude score, 

the wife of the patients had greater positive attitude regarding prevention and care of pressure 

ulcer than others. 

4.8 Relation between practice score and socio-demographic data 

The gender showed significant effect on practice score while, the females show very high 

practice more than the males. Also, there was a relation between education and level of practice, 

the caregivers with graduate degrees demonstrated very high practice than with other 

qualifications revealed in table 4.8. Again, relationship between caregiver and patient shows 

significant relation with practice score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Table 4.8: Relation between practice score and socio-demographic data 
 Practice score Total χ2 

p Very low Low Moderate High Very high 

n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Age group  

 

9.726 

 

18 – 27 1 11.1 6 21.4 15 25.9 8 33.3 1 12.5 31 24.4 

28 – 37 1 11.1 6 21.4 13 22.4 7 29.2 3 37.5 30 23.6 

38 – 47 4 44.4 10 35.7 15 25.9 5 20.8 3 37.5 37 29.1 

48 – 57 2 22.2 6 21.4 11 19.0 3 12.5 1 12.5 23 18.1 

57 + 1 11.1 0 0.0 4 6.9 1 4.2 0 0.0 6 4.7 

Gender  

10.147* 

 
Male 0 0.0 2 7.1 17 29.3 8 33.3 3 37.5 30 23.6 

Female 9 100.0 26 92.9 41 70.7 16 66.7 5 62.5 97 76.4 

Educational status  

 

 

78.355*** 

 

No formal 

education 

7 77.8 12 42.9 25 43.1 3 12.5 0 0.0 47 37.0 

Primary  2 22.2 5 17.9 23 39.7 1 4.2 1 12.5 32 25.2 

Secondary 0 0.0 6 21.4 7 12.1 10 41.7 1 12.5 24 18.9 

Higher 

secondary 

0 0.0 5 17.9 2 3.4 8 33.3 2 25.0 17 13.4 

Graduate + 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.7 2 8.3 4 50.0 7 5.5 

Occupational status  

 

 

22.838 

 

Housewife 9 100.0 22 78.6 39 67.2 14 58.3 4 50.0 88 69.3 

Agriculture 0 0.0 2 7.1 9 15.5 2 8.3 0 0.0 13 10.2 

Service 0 0.0 2 7.1 2 3.4 3 12.5 1 12.5 8 6.3 

Business 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.7 1 4.2 0 0.0 2 1.6 

Student 0 0.0 2 7.1 2 3.4 3 12.5 1 12.5 8 6.3 

Factory 

worker 

0 0.0 0 0.0 2 3.4 1 4.2 1 12.5 4 3.1 

Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 5.2 0 0.0 1 12.5 4 3.1 

Relationship between caregiver and patient  

 

 

35.888* 

 

Mother 4 44.4 8 28.6 10 17.2 3 12.5 0 0.0 25 19.7 

Father 0 0.0 1 3.6 3 5.2 3 12.5 0 0.0 7 5.5 

Wife 4 44.4 11 39.3 24 41.4 9 37.5 4 50.0 52 40.9 

Husband 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.7 0 0.0 1 12.5 2 1.6 

Sister 1 11.1 4 14.3 1 1.7 1 4.2 1 12.5 8 6.3 

Brother 0 0.0 1 3.6 12 20.7 1 4.2 1 12.5 15 11.8 

Others 0 0.0 3 10.7 7 12.1 7 29.2 1 12.5 18 14.2 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001   (n = No. of respondents) 

 



 
 

Table 4.9: Caregiver’s knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer (n= no. of respondents) 

            Variables                                                                                                                             Correct  Partially-correct  Incorrect  

                                                                                                                                                                n  (%)          n  (%)          n  (%) 

 
The patient on a wheel chair should shift their weight approximately every 15 minutes while           127 (100.0)      0 (0.0)         0 (0.0)         
sitting in a wheelchair 
 
Turn or reposition patients in bed at least every 2 hours.                                                                      104 (81.9)    22 (17.3)         1 (0.8) 
 
Repositioning is not necessary to be performed on a bed ridden patient when a special                        14 (11.0)    26 (20.5)     87 (68.5) 
mattress is applied. 
 
When you are assisting a patient with changing position, move the patient carefully so you              113 (89.0)      11 (8.7)         3 (2.4) 
do not create friction of the skin. 
 
Use of proper transfer techniques can reduce friction of the skin while transferring.                            27 (21.3)    91 (71.7)         9 (7.1) 
 
To prevent pressure ulcer, a bedridden patient should be dragged slowly for changing the position.       0 (0.0)    13 (10.2)    114 (89.8) 
 
The patient should ensure maximum mobility according to their capabilities.                                      74 (58.3)    51 (40.2)          2 (1.6) 
 
Avoid applying any lotion to bony prominences or reddened areas, as this may soften or irritate        25 (19.7)    35 (27.6)      67 (52.8) 
the skin increasing breakdown. 
 
While dressing the wound of the patient, hand washing is not necessary if the gloves are worn.          75 (59.1)    21 (16.5)     31 (24.4) 
  
The most risky areas to pressure ulcer development such as upper back, elbows, buttocks, heels,        32 (25.2)     92 (72.4)        3 (2.4) 
etc. should be checked every day. 
 
Avoid overstretching of skin while the patient are repositioned or transferred.                                    123 (96.9)         4 (3.1)        0 (0.0) 
 
Massage is recommended for reddened body areas in bed ridden patients.                                            96 (75.6)      23 (18.1)        8 (6.3) 
 
Use pillow or cushions to keep bony prominences such as knees and ankles, from direct                         4 (3.1)    122 (96.1)        1 (0.8) 
contact with each other 
 
Assess weight changes of the patient over time.                                                                                         3 (2.4)         9 (7.1)    115 (90.6) 
 
The patient on wheel chair have lesser chance of developing pressure ulcer.                                        68 (53.5)      37 (29.1)     22 (17.3) 
 
Ensure that the patient is well‐nourished.                                                                                             121 (95.3)          6 (4.7)         0 (0.0) 
 
Usually drinking 8 glasses of water everyday will be sufficient.                                                           19 (15.0)     105 (82.7)        3 (2.4) 
 
The overweight patients should not be given proper balanced diet as it will increase their weight.    101 (79.5)       21 (16.5)       5 (3.9) 
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4.9 Caregiver’s knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

The caregiver’s knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer demonstrated that all 

the caregivers were completely aware about the weight shifting on a wheel chair in a continuous 

specific interval of time. 126 caregivers believed repositioning is necessary for prevention and care 

of pressure ulcer. 22 of them were partially correct that repositioning can play a vital role in 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. When asked that repositioning is not necessary if special 

mattress is applied, 26 were partially correct in telling so. Again, 113 of them knew that to prevent 

from friction of skin the patient should be moved slowly during assistance, whereas 11 were 

partially correct about technique of assistance in changing position. Only 27 knew that proper 

transfer technique can reduce friction. Moreover, none of them knew that to prevent pressure ulcer, 

bedridden patients should be dragged slowly for changing the position while, 13 were somewhat 

aware about changing position. Again, 70 knew that applying lotion to bony or red areas may 

increase the risk of pressure ulcer. Among them 35 were partially correct about using lotion could 

be harmful in the prominent areas. Seventy five of them believed that while dressing the wound of 

the patient, hand washing is not necessary if the gloves are worn. 31 caregivers considered it is 

important to do so. There was misconception among many regarding massage in bed ridden 

patients. Eight caregivers believed that giving massage to the reddened body areas is contradictory. 

When asked about assessing weight of the patients over time, only 12 caregivers agreed about this 

but almost none of them had measured their weight after the injury or majority (115) of them felt 

it is not necessary. Sixty eight caregivers agreed to the fact that overweight patients have greater 

chances of developing pressure ulcer whereas, 22 of them believed opposite of that. Majority of 

them (121) knew the right kind of diet could prevent the risk of pressure ulcer. Again, 122 

caregivers agreed to the fact that giving proper balanced diet to the overweight patients will result 

in weight gain, therefore they should be deprived of proper diet. While, only 5 caregivers supported 

that all the patients should be provided with proper diet. 
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Table 4.10: Caregiver’s attitude regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

            Variables                                                    Agreed (Positive)   Disagreed   (Negative) 

                                                                                               n        (%)                   n        (%) 

 

Aware about awful consequences of pressure ulcer.           117      (92.1)               10        (7.9)                                    

  

All patients are at risk for developing pressure ulcer.          81       (63.8)                46      (36.2)           

 

If patient have pressure ulcer it lacks your interest in          29        (22.8)               98      (77.2)   

patient care. 

 

Pressure ulcer care does not need extra attention if             44       (34.6)                 83      (65.4) 

patient is in hospital or rehabilitation center. 

 

Feel tired and irritated to change the patient’s                     52      (40.9)                  75      (59.1)              

position every two hours.   

 

Long term care to the patient is difficult.                             52      (40.9)                  75      (59.1) 

 

Patient care interrupts your personal, social and job life.    64      (50.4)                   63     (49.6)  

 

In comparison with other areas of patient care, pressure     41      (32.3)                   86     (67.7)  

ulcer care is a low priority for you.   

 

It’s your responsibility to take care of patient on your own. 93     (73.2)                   34    (26.8)  

 

Patient care, children responsibility, job and household       55     (43.3)                   72    (56.7) 

work all together are not possible for you. 

 

Pressure ulcer prevention is time consuming for you to       71     (55.9)                   56     (44.1) 

carry out. 

 

Less interested in pressure ulcer care than other aspects     38     (29.9)                   89      (70.1) 
of patient care. 

 

n = No. of respondents 
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4.10 Caregiver’s attitude regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

The caregiver’s attitude regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer illustrates that 117 

caregivers were aware about the consequences of pressure ulcer whereas 10 of them did not have 

much idea about the consequences. 81 caregivers agreed about the fact that all the patients are at 

risk for developing pressure ulcer while 46 of them were opposite to that. Majority of the 

caregivers (98) responded that there will be no change in the pressure ulcer care if the patient had 

pressure ulcer but 29 said that it might change their interest of patient care. 

Again, 83 of them believed that pressure ulcer care does not need extra attention if the patient is 

in hospital or rehabilitation center. Only 44 of them believed that pressure ulcer can occur 

anywhere and needs proper attention everywhere. Moreover, 75 caregivers showed positive 

attitude towards changing patient position every two hours and providing long term care to the 

patient. Sixty four caregivers agreed that patient care interrupts their personal and social life and 

63 of them disagreed to this statement. Majority (93) of the caregivers accept pressure ulcer care 

as their responsibility whereas 34 of them think it’s not their responsibility to take care of pressure 

ulcer. 55 of them felt it is not possible to manage house hold chores along with the patient care. 

When asked about their interest in pressure ulcer care than other aspects of care, 38 of them showed 

their interest in other aspects of care while 89 caregivers were interested to give overall care to the 

patient. 
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Table 4.11: Caregiver’s practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

        Variables                                                                                         Always     Sometimes    Never  

                                                                                                                 n   (%)         n   (%)       n   (%) 

 

Encourage and assist the patient to eat well, drink sufficient     92 (72.4)   31 (24.4)      4  (3.1) 

fluid, and exercise several times daily. 

 

Use pillows and cushions to reduce pressure on existing          37 (29.1)   74 (58.3)    12 (12.6) 

pressure ulcers or risky skin areas. 

 

Check for incontinence a minimum of every two hours.          84 (66.1)    41 (32.3)        2 (1.6) 

                   

Do not massage or forcefully rub skin that is at risk of               7 (5.5)      11 (8.7)   109 (85.8) 

pressure ulcers. 

 

Clean the skin immediately after toileting.                                112 (88.2)  12 (9.4)         3 (2.4)                            

 

Use skin moisturizers daily on dry skin.                                         3 (2.4)   118 (92.9)     6 (4.7) 

 

Consulting a therapist or a doctor noticing any changes               82 (64.6)    4 (35.4)      0 (0.0) 

on the skin. 

Keep the patient bed free form crumbles and wrinkles,              107 (84.3)   20 (15.7)     0 (0.0) 

both of which can irritate the skin.  

 

Encourage patient involvement in activities.                               51 (40.2)    68 (53.5)     8 (6.3) 

 

Provide clothes made of cotton that is light and soft in texture. 30 (23.6)     88 (69.3)     9 (7.1) 

 

Use proper transfer technique to move the patient without      107 (84.3)     19 (15.0)     1 (0.8) 

sliding across bed or chair surfaces. 

 

Relieve pressure from the heels, when the patient is in bed      44 (34.6)     22 (17.3)  61 (48.0) 

by positioning pillows or cushions. 

 

Consider wiping the patient skin sites by using a towel,         108 (85.0)     18 (14.2)      1 (0.8)    

without rubbing the skin. 

 

Use a pressure redistributing chair cushion for patients            35 (27.6)        9 (7.1)   83 (65.4) 

sitting in wheelchair.    

 

Do not massage bony prominences or reddened areas of skin.     1 (0.8)      8 (6.3)  118 (92.9) 

 

Inspect the skin at least daily for signs of pressure ulcer.            27 (21.3)   88 (69.3)    12 (9.4)   
 

 

n = No. of respondents 
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4.11 Caregiver’s practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer 

The caregiver’s practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer reveals that 92 caregivers 

always assist and encourage the patients for food and exercise whereas, 31 of them do not 

frequently encourage the patient for these activities. Again, 12 of them have never used pillows 

and cushions over risky skin areas as a preventive method for pressure ulcer. Majority of caregivers 

(84) check for incontinence at regular interval of two hours. While, 41 of them does not give 

priority of every 2 hours. Seven caregivers always gave massage without concerning about the risk 

of pressure ulcer. Moreover, 112 of them always maintained the cleanliness of the skin 

immediately after the faeces. Only 3 caregivers always used the skin moisturizers for dry skin 

whereas, 118 of them used it sometimes only. Most of them (82) were aware about to report a 

doctor or therapist noticing any changes on the skin. Maximum (107) caregivers knew that even 

bed making plays an important role in prevention and care of pressure ulcer. None of them ignored 

about cleanliness and hygiene on bed making and consulting a doctor noticing any changes on the 

skin. Thirty caregivers always provided cotton clothes to the patients that is light and soft in texture 

while, 88 of them provided sometimes if needed or told to do so. Again, 107 of them used proper 

transfer technique to move the patient from bed to chair or vice-versa. Only 35 caregivers used 

pressure redistributing chair cushion for patients sitting in wheel chair where 83 of them have 

never used it. Twenty seven caregivers always checked the skin on a daily basis for signs of 

pressure ulcer whereas, 88 of them performed this inspection sometimes in a week. 
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CHAPTER V                                                                                                   DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 Introduction  

The discussion section presents the overall findings and results of the current study and compares 

the following results with other previous similar studies conducted in many countries. The study 

aimed at exploring the level of caregivers’ knowledge, attitudes and practice regarding the 

prevention and care of PU and to examine the relationships among those variables. The findings 

revealed the caregivers had a moderate level of knowledge, neutral level of attitudes, and a 

moderate level of practice regarding prevention and care of PU. Findings from the study revealed 

that there was a moderately positive significant relationship between caregivers’ knowledge and 

attitude, and between knowledge and practice. However, a little and non-significant relationship 

was found between attitude and practice. Section 5.2 describes the socio-demographic 

characteristics, while section 5.3 explains on level of knowledge among caregivers towards PU in 

SCI patients. Section 5.4 gives a brief explanation on level of attitude. Section 5.5 defines the 

level of practice regarding prevention and care of PU. Section 5.6 describes the relationships 

among knowledge, attitude, and practice. 

5.2 Socio-demographic characteristics 

Findings from the study indicated that majority of the caregivers (29.1%) were at the age range of 

38 to 47 years while, the least group of the caregivers (4.7%) fall in the age range of 57 years and 

above. This shows that the majority of the caregivers were at their middle age whereas, the senior 

members of the family were rarely involved as a caregiver. A study in Brazil reported that care of 

the person with disabilities is usually assigned to women as a result of their traditional role as 

caretaker for the home and family (Nogueira et al., 2013).  

This study presents similar results. The greater percentage of caregivers (76.4%) were the females. 

This indicates that the females are mostly in priority for the caretaking of anyone in the family in 

developing country like Bangladesh. The caregivers educational status shows that the higher 

proportion of the caregivers (37.0%) were with no formal education. Simultaneously, the 

caregivers with primary education occupies the second place with (25.2%) and the proportion of 

other higher qualifications descends as their educational status increases. This is a clear indication 

that the caregivers who are educated are not interested for the role of caregiver.  

Regarding occupational status, it is found that most of the caregivers are housewife (69.3%). Men 

are mostly exposed to the work or activities that make them vulnerable to SCI, while women 
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generally do not go out to work and remain indoors (Razzak et al., 2011). There is interconnection 

with educational status and gender. As majority of the caregivers are females and house wife, it is 

found that majority of the females are with no formal education. The caregivers residence status 

showed that (17.3%) of the caregivers lived separately or far from the patient who did not shared 

a common house with the patient in their residence. It shows that those caregivers were not from 

the family members. They were either relatives and kins or cousins. It was observed that maximum 

number of caregivers were from rural area (81.9%). It shows that the patients are from the villages 

and remote areas. Relationship between caregiver and patient shows that majority of the caregivers 

were wife of the patients (40.9%). It reveals that the wife of the male patients and mothers of 

female patients are mostly involved in caretaking amongst a family member, if the patient were 

married. 

5.3 Level of knowledge 

The findings showed that the caregivers who participated in this study had a moderate level of 

overall knowledge regarding the prevention and care of pressure ulcers. This indicates that the 

caregivers had neither high nor low knowledge regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer. It 

means that caregivers had insufficient information on prevention and care of pressure ulcer. In 

India, it had been reported that the knowledge of caregivers regarding bedsore care was inadequate 

where majority of the participants’ beliefs and practices were found to be incorrect (Sharma et al., 

2013). This study presents a similar scenario. There are possible reasons to explain the moderate 

level of overall knowledge of this group of respondents.   

It is assumed that age group and educational background may be a factor related to this moderate 

level of knowledge. Item analysis supports this explanation. There was significant correlation 

between age and knowledge in the current study. It has been proposed that knowledge and level 

of education had a highly significant relation. Caregivers having higher school education, had 

higher knowledge than those having other levels of education (Mersal, 2014). This study reveals 

comparable results. More than three quarter of the respondents are in age group (18-27) and (28-

37) of the total respondents. This is the age of education and learning and also the active phase of 

the life. This might be the reason for the moderate level of knowledge.  
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There was a relation between knowledge score and demographic data. One of the study showed 

that the age had a significant effect on knowledge score, the old age exhibited an excellent 

knowledge. Also there was a relation between occupation and level of knowledge, the house wife 

and student displayed the majority of fair and poor knowledge (Al-Othman et al., 2018). The 

current study supports this statement. Again, most of the caregivers (37.0%) had no formal 

education followed by primary education with (25.2%) which is very minimum level of education. 

Only both of these compromise more than the half of the total respondents. This reveals that when 

the caregivers are asked the questions on negative aspects of knowledge. Majority of them were 

either incorrect or partially correct.  

Furthermore it could be hypothesized that occupational status is related to an individual’s 

knowledge.  Majority of the caregivers are housewife (69.3%). Therefore, they had knowledge on 

overall care of the patient except on transfer and positioning of the patient. Because most of them 

were partially correct about the knowledge on transfer and positioning. It seems they had more 

information on other aspects of care rather than pressure ulcer care. Additional analysis did not 

support this expectation. One of the study reported similar significant relation between level of 

knowledge, age, sex, marital status and kin relationship respectively (Mersal, 2014). 

Regarding relationship between caregiver and patient, it is predicted that if the patient were 

married, wife and mothers were the primary caregiver and other family members were rarely 

involved in the caretaking. Previous study showed related results where level of knowledge is 

statistically significant with area of residence, marital status and educational status of respondents 

(Poudyal et al., 2014). Because SCI is a life-long disability, they will only be the caregivers after 

the patient is discharged for community reintegration. Therefore, they might had put interest and 

learned very well when taught by the therapists during rehabilitation phases and halfway hostel 

phase about the knowledge on prevention and care of pressure ulcer. 

5.4 Level of attitude 

Results indicated that the majority of caregivers showed a neutral level of attitude regarding the 

prevention and care of pressure ulcers. The finding indicates that caregivers neither care nor were 

indifferent about the prevention and care of pressure ulcer. It means that caregivers were unaware 

of pressure ulcer prevention care, or they had no idea about preventing pressure ulcer development. 

It is assumed that age would be related to attitude. In contrast, additional analysis supported this 

expectation.  
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There was significant correlation between age and attitude in the current study. The similar 

relationship was demonstrated between attitude score and demographic data, it was found that the 

female showed more positive attitude than male, while the house wife had positive attitude more 

than the other occupation (Al-Othman et al., 2018). 

 It was observed that majority of the caregivers were of age group (38-47) years, because they were 

of middle age so that they understood the fact about the disability and were ready to compromise 

with the situation. Therefore, they might had showed neutral attitude towards prevention and care 

of pressure ulcer. Again, the educational status was a related factor to this neutral level of attitude. 

In this study approximately (95.0%) of the caregivers with higher qualifications showed more 

positive attitude compared to lower qualifications or having no formal education.  

Regarding relationship between caregiver and patient, it also showed relation with attitude score. 

The wife of the patients had greater neutral attitude (46.6%) regarding prevention and care of 

pressure ulcer than others. This might be due to their relationship. As it was observed that wife 

and mother of the married patients are in priority of caregiving if the patient were married. This 

may be reason that they showed neutral attitude rather than negative or positive attitude. It was 

also found that, there was a significant relation between occupational status with level of attitude. 

Majority of the house wife (77.3%) showed neutral attitude towards prevention and care of 

pressure ulcer compared to other occupations. The possible reason behind that may be they did not 

had several responsibilities rather than as a caregiver such as office work and family 

responsibilities. And being a house wife they are performing a daily tasks in their houses which 

are also quite similar to the activities as a caregiver. 

5.5 Level of practice 

It was found that the caregivers’ practice regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer was at a 

moderate level. The level of knowledge was equivalent with the level of their practice. In this 

study, caregivers’ practice was reflected by their knowledge. It is assumed that age would be 

related to practice. However, additional analysis did not support this expectation. There was no 

significant correlation between age and practice in the current study. Furthermore, it could be 

hypothesized that gender is not related to an individual’s practice. However, item analysis does 

not support this explanation.  
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There was a significant relation between gender with the level of practice. A possible reason for 

explaining this moderate level of practice among gender may be because the females are mostly 

engaged in household chores as it was found that majority of the caregivers were housewife. This 

helps them to give moderate level of practice to the patients than the male caregivers. Educational 

status is a related factor for the moderate level of practice. It was observed that the caregivers with 

higher level of education showed higher practice. Very high practice (50.0%) was presented by 

the caregivers with graduate and above degrees and high practice (25.0%) showed by the 

caregivers with higher secondary level of education. Therefore both age and educational status 

influence the neutral level of practice in this current study.  

Also, one of the study reported a similar significant relation between level of practice, age, sex, 

marital status and kin relationship respectively (Mersal, 2014). A relation had been shown between 

level of practice with level of education and type of job of caregivers. Caregivers having higher 

school education, have higher level of practice than those having other levels of education. 

5.6 Relationships among knowledge, attitude, and practice 

There was moderately positive significant relationship between knowledge and attitude regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. According to the KAP model, one factor that affects attitudes 

is a knowledge-base in a specific area. Subsequently, the findings of this study support the KAP 

model. This may be because caregivers’ attitudes were influenced by age group, educational status 

and relationship between caregiver and patient. A similar study in Pakistan, demonstrated that poor 

or appropriate knowledge was significantly associated with development of pressure ulcer where 

level of knowledge was based on the training and occupation of the participants. Meanwhile, 

attitude and practice were also significantly associated with the increased level of knowledge (Zeb 

et al., 2015).  

It showed that the caregivers who were wife of the patient and in the active phase of life and with 

higher education demonstrated positive attitude. Therefore, knowledge in itself is related to 

caregivers’ development of attitudes. According to the KAP model, changes in the knowledge and 

attitude of individuals can affect practice. In this regard, caregivers need further continuing 

education and training programs regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer that could 

influence positive attitude; ultimately, leading to effective practice towards prevention and care of 

pressure ulcer.  
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Previous study showed the relationship was demonstrated between knowledge and Attitude but 

not with the practice. The high level of knowledge show a positive attitude, while there was no 

relation between the knowledge and practice score (Al-Othman et al., 2018). There was a 

moderate, significant positive correlation between knowledge and practice regarding prevention 

and care of pressure ulcer among the caregivers. These findings supports the KAP model in which 

practice is influenced by knowledge. One of the possible reason for this, because the caregivers 

practice were influenced by gender and educational status. Very high practice (62.5%) was 

demonstrated by the females while, (70.8%) of the female caregivers were having high knowledge. 

It was also found that caregivers with higher qualifications showed very high level of practice. 

Therefore, practice also depends on the level of knowledge. One of the study also revealed that 

caregivers had unsatisfactory knowledge and inadequate performance where training and 

educational program enhances knowledge and practice of caregivers (Mersal, 2014). However, 

there was a little and non-significant relationship between attitude and practice regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. This relationship was in contrast with the KAP model. The 

KAP model suggests that if attitudes developed, they would reflect on practice. Hence, in this 

study, caregivers’ practice was not reflected by their attitude. 
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CHAPTER 6                                                                        CONCLUSION  
 

6.1 Introduction 

Conclusion refers to a judgment or result that is formed after the completion of research. This 

chapter concludes the current study findings. Section 6.2 gives a brief explanation on the results 

and analysis of the current study. Section 6.3 provides a recommendation to improve the 

knowledge, attitude and practice of caregivers towards PU in SCI patients, while section 6.4 

describes the strengths and limitations of this study. Section 6.5 provide suggestions for 

conducting the future research. 

6.2 Conclusion 

The level of caregivers’ knowledge was at moderate level regarding prevention and care of 

pressure ulcer, the level of caregivers’ attitude was at a neutral level, and the level of caregivers’ 

practice was at a moderate level. Thus, it is concluded that caregivers have lack of sufficient 

knowledge and are compelled for patient care against their interest also their practice was not very 

satisfactory. There was a positive significant relationship between caregivers knowledge and 

attitude (r = 0.30, p < 0.01), and between knowledge and practice (r= 0.37, p < 0.01) regarding 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer. In contrast, no correlation existed between caregivers 

attitude and practice (r= 0.12, p > 0.10) regarding prevention and care of pressure ulcer. Also, the 

relationship of KAP with socio-demographic data demonstrated that educational status and 

relationship between caregiver and patient showed significant relationship with KAP whereas, age 

group had significant effect on knowledge and attitude level. Simultaneously, gender revealed 

relation with the practice level. Therefore, it is concluded that the quality of pressure ulcer care 

depends on the relationship between caregiver and SCI patient. 
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6.3 Recommendation 

It is recommended that caregivers need up-dated knowledge and information about prevention and 

care of pressure ulcer in order to improve their practice. Although the attitude level was neutral 

and the practice level was moderate, the knowledge level was also moderate. These findings 

indicated that attitudes are important factors in relation to practice on pressure ulcer prevention. 

Following recommendations are put forward to improve caregivers’ knowledge, attitude, and 

practice regarding the prevention and care of pressure ulcers: 

 To improve the knowledge, attitude and practices towards prevention and care of pressure 

ulcer, the caring behaviors among family caregivers of the patients with bedsores should 

be improved. It is necessary to strengthen their perception of the severity and susceptibility 

of pressure ulcer and thereby improve their caring behaviors and promote patients 

recovery.  

 Caregiving is a difficult job especially for a long term and caregivers start feeling 

psychological stress. Therefore, if adequate knowledge is provided to care givers it will 

assist them to cope with the stress and enhance the quality of their life and their patients.  

 Promoting a positive attitude and addressing personal and behavioral factors are therefore 

important for proper care of the individual.  

 If adequate knowledge is provided to care givers, then it will assist them to cope with the 

stress and develop positive attitude towards pressure ulcer care which enhance the quality 

of life of themselves and their patients.  

 Special attention needs to be paid to improving the support systems for persons with SCI 

in the acute rehabilitation and reintegration phases of care in Bangladesh.  
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6.4 Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

Strengths of the Study 

 The major strength of this research lies in the fact that it has attempted to assess caregivers’ 

knowledge, attitude, and practice at CRP, in Bangladesh. Thus, it can be first in the country.  

 This exploration of the current situation of caregivers’ knowledge, attitude, and practice 

for prevention and care of pressure ulcer could provide baseline data for the further 

improvement of pressure ulcer care in Bangladesh.  

Limitations of the Study 

 The main limitation was absence of a standard questionnaire to examine caregiver’s 

knowledge, attitude and practice.  

 Another limitation was the generalizability of the findings because this study was 

conducted in one rehabilitation center. The findings may not be generalized to other 

rehabilitation centers.  

 No enough literature was available to discuss in national context due to lack of researches 

in this area in Bangladesh. 

6.5 Suggestions for future research 

This study presents the findings of knowledge, attitude and practice of caregivers towards 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer in a rehabilitation setting. However, the survival rate of 

patients with SCI after discharge from the center seen to be less than the western countries. In 

community settings, the knowledge, attitude and practice of the caregivers towards pressure ulcer 

may be different. Therefore, I suggest to conduct the study of KAP among caregivers towards 

prevention and care of pressure ulcer in spinal cord injury patients, in the community to reveal the 

findings related to the prevention and care of pressure ulcer at both levels. 
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ANNEX I: Informed consent (English) 

Information Sheet & Consent Form 

Title: Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) among Caregivers towards Pressure Ulcer 

in Spinal Cord Injury patients at Rehabilitation center in Bangladesh. 

 

Dear Participant 

Greetings, 

       I Niraj Singh Tharu a student of Dhaka University, currently pursuing Master degree in 

Rehabilitation Science at Bangladesh Health Professional Institute and conducting a master thesis 

under the supervision of Professor Dr. Mohammad Alamgir Kabir, at Centre for the Rehabilitation 

of the Paralysed (CRP). I would like to request you to participate in the research study to find out 

about the Knowledge, Attitude and Practice among Caregivers towards Pressure Ulcer in Spinal 

Cord Injury patients at Rehabilitation center in Bangladesh. If you participate in the research study 

you will be asked to fill in the Questionnaire that consists of several questions. The research will 

be directly beneficial for the spinal cord injury patients to prevent them from pressure ulcer and 

increase their survival rate and also improvement of rehabilitation services delivered through CRP. 

Please try to give truthful answers as much as possible. If you have any questions regarding the 

survey and questionnaire you may ask the researcher.  

      Agreeing to this study gives researcher permission to use the information given by you and it is 

mandatory for the research. The information will be used but the information that can identify you 

will not be disclosed or published. Participating in the study is completely voluntary and you may 

chose not to participate as well. 

I have read the above information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 

questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I 

consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study. 

                                                                                                  (Thumb print for illiterate participant)        

Name of Participant__________________                             

Date of Interview____________________                                     

Signature of Participant _______________ 

 

 

 

Right Thumb 

 

 

Left Thumb 
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ANNEX II: Informed consent (Bengali) 
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ANNEX III: (English) 

Questionnaire 

 

 

Name of participant:                                                                                                   Date:  

                                                                                                                                    Cell phone no: 

Section 1: Socio-Demographic Data of caregiver 

 

S.N. Question Coding Category Code 

1.1 Age …………………….years  

1.2 Gender 1=Male  

2=Female 

 

1.3 Educational status 1=No formal education 

2=Primary education  

3=Secondary education   

4=Higher secondary education   

5=Graduate & above            

 

1.4 Marital Status 1=Unmarried 

2=Married 

3=Widowed 

4=Separated   

 

1.5 Occupational status 1=Housewife 

2=Agriculture 

3=Service 

4=Business 

5=Student 

6=Factory worker 

7=Others (Specify)………….. 

 

1.6 Caregiver residence status 1=Lives Together with patient 

2=Lives separately from patient                   

 

1.7 Living area 1= Rural 

2= Semi-urban                              

3= Urban 

 

1.8 Relationship between caregiver and 

patient 

1=Mother 

2=Father 

3=Wife 

4=Husband 

5=Sister 

6=Brother 

7=Others (Specify)……………………. 
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Section 2: Questionnaire for knowledge  

 

S.N. Question Coding Category Code 

2.1 The patient on a wheel chair should shift their weight 

approximately every 15 minutes while sitting in a 

wheelchair. 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.2 Turn or reposition patients in bed at least every 2 hours. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.3 Repositioning is not necessary to be performed on a bed 

ridden patient when a special mattress is applied. 

 

1=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

3=Incorrect                 

 

2.4 When you are assisting a patient with changing position, 

move the patient carefully so you do not create friction of 

the skin. 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.5 Use of proper transfer techniques can reduce friction of the 

skin while transferring. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.6 To prevent pressure ulcer, a bedridden patient should be 

dragged slowly for changing the position. 

 

1=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

3=Incorrect                 

 

2.7 The patient should ensure maximum mobility according to 

their capabilities. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.8 Avoid applying any lotion to bony prominences or 

reddened areas, as this may soften or irritate the skin 

increasing breakdown. 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.9 While dressing the wound of the patient, hand washing is 

not necessary if the gloves are worn. 

 

1=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

3=Incorrect                 

 

2.10 The most risky areas to pressure ulcer development such as 

upper back, elbows, buttocks, heels, etc. should be checked 

every day. 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.11 Avoid overstretching of skin while the patient are 

repositioned or transferred. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.12 Massage is recommended for reddened body areas in bed 

ridden patients. 

 

1=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

3=Incorrect                 

 

2.13 Use pillow or cushions to keep bony prominences such as 

knees and ankles, from direct contact with each other. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.14 Assess weight changes of the patient over time. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.15 The patient on wheel chair have lesser chance of 

developing pressure ulcer.  

 

 

1=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

3=Incorrect                 
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2.16 Ensure that the patient is well‐nourished. 

 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.17 Usually drinking 8 glasses of water everyday will be 

sufficient. 

3=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

1=Incorrect                 

 

2.18 The overweight patients should not be given proper 

balanced diet as it will increase their weight. 

 

1=Correct 

2=Partially Correct     

3=Incorrect                 

 

 
 

Section 3: Questionnaire for attitude 

S.N. Question Coding Category Code 

3.1 Aware about awful consequences of pressure 

ulcer. 

 

5= Strongly agree       

4= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

2= Disagree   

1= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.2 All patients are at risk for developing pressure 

ulcer. 

 

5= Strongly agree       

4= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

2= Disagree   

1= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.3 If patient have pressure ulcer it lacks your interest 

in patient care. 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.4 Pressure ulcer care does not need extra attention if 

patient is in hospital or rehabilitation center. 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.5 Feel tired and irritated to change the patient’s 

position every two hours. 

 

 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.6 Long term care to the patient is difficult. 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.7 Patient care interrupts your personal, social and 

job life. 

 

 

 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          
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3.8 In comparison with other areas of patient care, 

pressure ulcer care is a low priority for you.  

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.9 It’s your responsibility to take care of patient on 

your own. 

 

5= Strongly agree       

4= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

2= Disagree   

1= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.10 Patient care, children responsibility, job and 

household work all together are not possible for 

you. 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.11 Pressure ulcer prevention is time consuming for 

you to carry out. 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

3.12 Less interested in pressure ulcer care than other 

aspects of patient care. 

 

1= Strongly agree       

2= Agree   

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree     

4= Disagree   

5= Strongly Disagree          

 

 
Section 4: Questionnaire for practice 

S.N. Question Coding Category Code 

4.1 Encourage and assist the patient to eat well, drink 

sufficient fluid, and exercise several times daily. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.2 Use pillows and cushions to reduce pressure on existing 

pressure ulcers or risky skin areas. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.3 Check for incontinence a minimum of every two hours. 

 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.4 Do not massage or forcefully rub skin that is at risk of 

pressure ulcers. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.5 Clean the skin immediately after toileting. 3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.6 Use skin moisturizers daily on dry skin. 

 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.7 Consulting a therapist or a doctor noticing any changes on 

the skin. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 
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4.8 Keep the patient bed free form crumbles and wrinkles, 

both of which can irritate the skin.  

 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.9 Encourage patient involvement in activities.  

 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.10 Provide clothes made of cotton that is light and soft in 

texture. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.11 Use proper transfer technique to move the patient without 

sliding across bed or chair surfaces. 
3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.12 Relieve pressure from the heels, when the patient is in bed 

by positioning pillows or cushions. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.13 Consider wiping the patient skin sites by using a towel, 

without rubbing the skin. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

1.14 Use a pressure redistributing chair cushion for patients 

sitting in wheelchair. 

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.15 Do not massage bony prominences or reddened areas of 

skin.  

3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 

 

4.16 Inspect the skin at least daily for signs of pressure ulcer. 3=Always 

2=Sometimes 

1=Never 
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ANNEX IV: (English & Bengali) 

 Questionnaire (প্রশ্নপত্র)  

 

 

Name of participant (প্রংশগ্রহনকারীরী(কর) :                                                                          Date (প্রারিী) :     

                                                                                                            Cell phone no. (প্র )রারল (করারী :                                                                                                                                                                               

Section 1(প্রার (১ : Socio-Demographic Data of Caregiver (প্রত্রিীর্য ারারীরী(র্থ ানকারিকা(াথ)  

 

S.N. Question(প্রশ্নপ  Coding Category(প্রারীাশ প ত্রী(িাার   Code(প্র ার)  

1.1 Age(প্রাসা  …………………….years(প্রারী   

1.2 Gender(প্র ি শ   1=Male(প্রত্ররুষ)   

2=Female(প্র)িন র  

 

1.3 Educational status(প্র িগ্রপর া(

যযর )ার  

1=No formal education(প্র ারক(শ্নরিাারিকা(িগ্রপর(

যকল  

2=Primary education(প্রশ্নরথি)া  

3=Secondary education  (প্র)রয)ি)া  

4=Higher secondary education (প্রচ্চম)রয)ি)া    

5=Graduate & above (প্রারাা(ংথার(রী(চ্চত্র ী            

 

1.4 Marital Status(প্রৈাারিনা(ংাার  1=Unmarried(প্রংিাারিনা  

2=Married(প্র িাারিনা  

3=Widowed(প্র িাযার  

4=Separated  (প্রর্ রার  

 

1.5 Occupational status(প্রার নী(যীক  1=Housewife(প্র হিনকর  

2=Agriculture(প্রাহ ি)ারন  

3=Service(প্রর্রারু ীর  

4=Business(প্রা)াার  

5=Student(প্ররর)  

6=Factory worker(প্রারী)রকরী(মি)া  

7=Others (Specify)(ংক)রক)(প্রচ্চ ে)(

াষক ………….. 

 

1.6 Caregiver residence status 

(প্রত্রিীর্য ারারীরী(ারাার কী(ংাার  
1=Lives Together with patient(প্র ীর রী(ার থ(

থরার(নস  

2=Lives separately from patient(প্র ীর রী(যথ া(

র্ রার(থরার(নস                    

 

1.7 Living area(প্রথরারী(নরস র  1= Rural(প্রহর)  

2= Semi-urban(প্রর্যর(গ্রনী                               

3= Urban(প্রগ্রনী  
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1.8 Relationship between caregiver and 

patient (প্র ীর র( (ত্রিীর্য ারারীরী(

)র ে(াম্পাা  

1=Mother (প্র)র  

2=Father (প্রারার  

3=Wife (প্রীর  

4=Husband (প্রার)র  

5=Sister (প্র ারক  

6=Brother (প্রারল  

7=Others (Specify)(ংক)রক)(প্রচ্চ ে)(

াষক ……………………. 

 

 

 

Section 2(প্রার (২ : Questionnaire for Knowledge (প্রার কী(নক)(শ্নপত্র)  

 

S.N. Question(প্রশ্নপ  Coding Category              

(প্রারীাশ প ত্রী(িাার   
Code(প্র ার)  

2.1 The patient on a wheel chair should shift their 

weight approximately every 15 minutes while 

sitting in a wheelchair. (প্রনই ল  র্সরী(া)ানরী(

াীর(যীর র া(র্করু)রিকা(১৫ি)িকট(ত্রীত্রী(

নই ল  র্সরী(যথ া( নক(যার র(চ্চির্ৎ  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.2 Turn or reposition patients in bed at least every 

2 hours. (ংন্তাত্র প(২(ঘন্টর(ত্রীত্রী(যঘরীর(

ংথার(ারকরন্তিীা(াীর(চ্চির্ৎ  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.3 Repositioning is not necessary to be performed 

on a bed ridden patient when a special mattress 

is applied.(প্র িাররকরস(িা গ্র)(যার)া(া)ানরী(

াী  (ারকরন্তী(াীরী(শ্ন সরনক(যকল  

1=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

3=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.4 When you are assisting a patient with changing 

position, move the patient carefully so you do 

not create friction of the skin.(য)ক(র্ত্রিক(

যীর র া(ারকরন্ত ী(ারনরয)(াী রক,ারাযর ক(

ারকরন্তী(া ী(থর াক(যযক(র্ত্রিক(যীর রী(

ত্ব া(ঘ) াক(াহষ্টি(কর(া ীক  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.5 Use of proper transfer techniques can reduce 

friction of the skin while transferring. 

(প্রযথরযথার া(ারকরন্ত ীী(শ্নারি (ত্ব া(ঘ) াক(

া)র া(ত্রর ী  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.6 To prevent pressure ulcer, a bedridden patient 

should be dragged slowly for changing the 

position.(প্রঘর(শ্নিা ীর যী(নক)(গ্রয)রগ্ররসর(

যীর র া(যর ী(যর ী(টরক া(নস(ারক(

ত্রিীাাা কী(নক)  

1=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

3=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.7 The patient should ensure maximum mobility 

according to their capabilities.(প্র ীর র া(ারী(

াপ)ারী(ংকরুযরসর(া া ারম(কড়রর্ড়র(াীর(

চ্চির্ৎ  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  
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2.8 Avoid applying any lotion to bony 

prominences or reddened areas, as this may 

soften or irritate the skin increasing 

breakdown. (প্রনরড়(চ্চচর্ই (ংথার( র (ন স(যর সর(

ংশগ্র রু  র া(যয ারক(শ্নার ীী(য রগ্রক(যাসর(

যথ া(িাীা(থরারু ক, য নাই (রটর(ত্বা(কী)(

া ী(িা া(ত্রর ী(ংথার(ত্ব াী(যন্ত্রকর(ারড়র া(

ত্রর ী  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.9 While dressing the wound of the patient, hand 

washing is not necessary if the gloves are 

worn. (প্র ীর রী(পা(যসিাশ(াীরী(া)স(নর াী(

গ্লরাা(ত্রড়র(থরা  (ন)রন্ড( সর গ্রী(শ্ন সরনক(

যকল  

1=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

3=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.10 The most risky areas to pressure ulcer 

development such as upper back, elbows, 

buttocks, heels, etc. should be checked every 

day.(প্রঘর(নারী(নক)(েরু িাত্রর্া া(নরস র রু  র(

যয)ক(িত্রঠ,াকরুল,িকাা,  রড়রি (লা)রিা(

িকসি)া(ত্রীরপর(াীর(চ্চির্ৎ  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.11 Avoid overstretching of skin while the patient 

are repositioned or transferred.(প্র ীর র(

ারকরন্ত ীী(া)স(যীর রী(ত্বা(ংিািীক্ত(

টরকটরক(ত্রিীনরী(াীর(নস  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.12 Massage is recommended for reddened body 

areas in bed ridden patients.(প্রগ্রয)রগ্ররসর(যীর রী(

গ্রীর ীী( র (ন স(যর সর(ংশ গ্র()রারন(

ত্রীর)গ্র া(যা সর(ন স র।  

1=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

3=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.13 Use pillow or cushions to keep bony 

prominences such as knees and ankles, from 

direct contact with each other.(প্রারি গ্র(ংথার(

 িা(া)ানরী(াষক(নরড়(চ্চচর্ই (নরস র(যয)ক(নরটই (

রাশ(য রড়রি ী(াীরািী(াশস্পগ্র া(ার্ ী(ীর) া ( 

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.14 Assess weight changes of the patient over time. 

(প্র ীর রী( নক(ত্রিীাাাক(া) স(া) স(

ত্রিী)রত্র(া ী(থর াক  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.15 The patient on wheel chair have lesser chance 

of developing pressure ulcer. (প্রনই ল  র্সরী(

া)ানরী(াীর(যীর র াী(ঘর(নারী(েরু িা(া)  

1=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

3=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.16 Ensure that the patient is well‐nourished.(প্র ীর র(

যথরযথ(ত্ররুষ্টি(ত্ররস(রল(া)রত্রর ী(িকিিা  

 

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

2.17 Usually drinking 8 glasses of water everyday 

will be sufficient.(প্র িকসি)া(৮গ্লরা(ত্ররিক()র সর(

য থি  

3=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

1=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  
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2.18 The overweight patients should not be given 

proper balanced diet as it will increase their 

weight.(প্র নক(যাগ্রর(থরার(যীর র াী(ারু))()রা)(

যা সর(চ্চির্ৎ(কস(ারীা(রটর( নক(াহিি(া ী  

1=Correct(প্রাা)  

2=Partially Correct(প্রর্শিগ্রা(াা)      

3=Incorrect(প্রাা)(কস                  

 

 

 

Section 3(প্রার (৩ : Questionnaire for Attitude (প্র) করার াী(নক)(শ্নপ  

S.N. Question(প্রশ্নপ  Coding Category(প্রারীাশ প ত্রী(িাার   Code(প্র ার)  

3.1 Aware about awful consequences of 

pressure ulcer.(প্রঘর(রী(াসশাী(ত্রিীািা(

াম্প াা(া র্াক  

 

5= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

4= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree              

     (প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

2= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

1= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.2 All patients are at risk for developing 

pressure ulcer.(প্রাা (যীর রল(ঘর(নারী(

েরু িা া(ী স র  
 

5= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

4= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

2= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

1= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.3 If patient have pressure ulcer it lacks 

your interest in patient care.(প্রযিা(যীর রী(

ঘর(নস(রটর(যীর রী(যত্ন(যকারী(র্হন(

াি) স(িা া  

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.4 Pressure ulcer care does not need extra 

attention if patient is in hospital or 

rehabilitation center.(প্রযিা(যীর র(

নরাত্ররার  (ার(ত্ররুকা ারাক(যা ে(থর া(

ারন  (যীর রী(শ্নিা(ংিািীক্ত(

) কর যর  ী(শ্ন সরনক(যকল  

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.5 Feel tired and irritated to change the 

patient’s position every two hours. 

প্র২ঘন্টর(ত্রী(ত্রী(যীর রী(ংাসরারক(

ত্রিীাাাক(িাীিক্তাী( (ািারয)(া)রত্ররী  
 

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.6 Long term care to the patient is difficult. 

প্রারঘ া(া)স(য ী(যীর রী(যাার(াীর(

ািাী(া)রত্ররী  

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           
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3.7 Patient care interrupts your personal, 

social and job life.(প্র ীর রী(যত্ন(যক সর(

র্ত্রকরী(া)িক্ত া,ার)রিনা(রাশ(

র্রারু ীরী(নরাক(ারযরহা(া ী  

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.8 In comparison with other areas of patient 

care, pressure ulcer care is a low priority 

for you.(যীর রী(ংক)রক)(িা াী(য ত্নী(

াই করস(ঘর(রী(যত্ন(যকসরী( রুষত্ব(

র্ত্রকরী(ার র(া)  

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.9 It’s your responsibility to take care of 

patient on your own.(প্র ীর রী(যত্ন(যকসরটর(

র্ত্রকরী(িক নী(ারিসত্ত  

 

5= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

4= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

2= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

1= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.10 Patient care, children responsibility, job 

and household work all together are not 

possible for you.প্রযীর রী ত্রিীর্য ার,ারমরী 

ারিসত্ত,র্রারু ীর রাশ ারারী ারন াািারই  

র্)রী ত্র প াীর াম্ভা কস) 

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.11 Pressure ulcer prevention is time 

consuming for you to carry out.(প্রঘর(শ্নিা(

যীর যী(শ্নিিসর(র্রিা স(যক স(যর সর(

র্ত্রকরী(ত্র প(া)স(যপত্রক(ারীর  

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           

 

3.12 Less interested in pressure ulcer care 

than other aspects of patient 

care.(প্র ীর রী(ংক)রক)(য ত্নী(াই করস(

যীর রী(ঘর(রী(শ্নিা(া)(র্হনর  

 

1= Strongly Agree (প্রংাগ্র)ল(ীরিন  

2= Agree (প্রীরিন    

3= Neither Agree nor Disagree             

(প্রন)র চ(ার(কর(যারকটরল(কর      

4= Disagree (প্রীরিন(কর  

5= Strongly Disagree (প্ররাা)ল(ীরিন(কর           
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Section 4(প্রার (৪ : Questionnaire for Practice (প্রংকরুগ্রর  কী(নক)(শ্নপ  

 

S.N. Question(প্রশ্নপ  Coding Category 

(প্রারীাশ প ত্রী(িাার   
Code(প্র ার)  

4.1 Encourage and assist the patient to eat well, drink 

sufficient fluid, and exercise several times daily. 

(প্র ীর র া(চ্চাারিনা(ািী(রাশ(ারনরয)(ািী(ষ্টঠাার া(

য) া,ত্রয ারপ্ত(ত্রিী)র ক(ত্ররিক(ত্ররক(াী া(রাশ(িকিাাি(

া) স(া)রসর)(াী া  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.2 Use pillows and cushions to reduce pressure on 

existing pressure ulcers or risky skin areas.(প্রারি গ্র(রাশ(

 িা(া)ানরী(ঘর(রী(চ্চত্র ী(ংথার(েরু িাত্রর্া া(ার ক(র্রত্র(

া)র া  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.3 Check for incontinence a minimum of every two hours. 

প্র২ঘন্টর(ত্রীত্রী()র্ )ী(ংিকসিন্ত্রসকার(যা)র(নস  
 

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.4 Do not massage or forcefully rub skin that is at risk of 

pressure ulcers.(প্রঘর(নারী(েরু িাত্রর্া া(ত্ব া()রারন(ংথার(

যনরীত্রর্া াা(ঘ)র(নস(কর  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.5 Clean the skin immediately after toileting.(প্রত্ররস)রকরী(

ত্রী(দ্ররুা(ত্বা(ত্রিীষ্করী(াষক  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.6 Use skin moisturizers daily on dry skin.(প্রগ্ররুষ্ক(ত্বা(র্দ্র(

ীর)রী(িি)(া)ানরী(াীর  

 

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.7 Consulting a therapist or a doctor noticing any changes 

on the skin.(প্রত্ব া(যারক(ত্রিীাাাক(যা)রী(ার থ(ার থ(

)রক্তরী(ংথার(ির্িাৎা াী(ার থ(যযর র যর (াীর  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.8 Keep the patient bed free form crumbles and wrinkles, 

both of which can irritate the skin.(যীর রী(িাররকর(

যাশ  (যর সর(ংথার(ারু র্ া(যর সর(যথ া(ার্ ী(ীর)রুক(

ারীা(চ্চাসল(ত্ব া(জ্বর রাক(াী া(ত্রর ী   

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.9 Encourage patient involvement in activities.(প্রার ন(

যরুক্ত(ন া(যীর র া(চ্চৎারিনা(াীর  

 

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.10 Provide clothes made of cotton that is light and soft in 

texture.(প্রারুিা(ারত্রড়(াীাীরন(াষক(যযটর( ঠক(

িাক)র া(নর ার(রাশ(কী)  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.11 Use proper transfer technique to move the patient 

without sliding across bed or chair surfaces. 

(প্রারকরন্ত ীী(শ্নারি (যথরযথ(ার া(া)রানরী(াষক(

িাররকর(ংথার(যর্সর ী( ড়র কর(ত্রিীনরী(াী া  

 

 

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  
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4.12 Relieve pressure from the heels, when the patient is in 

bed by positioning pillows or cushions.(যীর র(িাররকরস(

থরারী(া)স(ারি  গ্রী(ংথার( িাী(ংাার কী()রয) )(

র্রত্র(া)রক  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.13 Consider wiping the patient skin sites by using a towel, 

without rubbing the skin.(প্র ীর রী(ত্ব া(কর(ঘ )(ত্ব াী(

নরস র( রু  র া(র্  ার(ার া(ত্রিীষ্করী(াী া(

িা ার্কর(াষক  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

1.14 Use a pressure redistributing chair cushion for patients 

sitting in wheelchair.(প্রনই ল  র্সর ী(াারী(নক)(র্রত্র(

ান্টকারীর( িা(া)ানরী(াষক  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.15 Do not massage bony prominences or reddened areas 

of skin.(প্রনরড়(চ্চচর্ই (নরস র(ংথার( র (ন স(যর সর(ত্ব া(

))রারন(াী াক(কর  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  

 

4.16 Inspect the skin at least daily for signs of pressure 

ulcer. (প্রশ্নিািাক(ংন্তাত্র প(ত্বা(ত্রীরপর(াষক(ঘর(রী(

 পক(যা)রী(নক)  

3=Always (প্রাাা)স  

2=Sometimes (প্র)র ে()র ে  

1=Never (প্রা) করল(করল  
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ANNEX V: Permission letter 
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ANNEX VI: Approval letter 
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